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THE SECRET
OF A RESTOR ATION IS

KNOH'ING THE
RIGHT RESOURCES.

Silk Surplus.
Exclusive Oullet for

Scalamandre
Closeouts.

Few things contribute more
to the success of a restoration
tlian having sources you can

depend on.

When you're ready for
fabrics, the place to turn is

clearly Silk Surplus.

As the exclusive oullet
for Scalamandre closeouts

Silk Surplus offers affordable
access to a collection of the

world’s finest fabrics:
lajX“stries, damasks, velvets, 
silks, cotton prints... beautiful
designer fabrics at prices that
are actually Ix'low wholesale.

Allow us to restore
your faith in (|uality. Write
or call for the samples you

iu‘ed. W<‘’)l send them
anywhere in the
I Inited States.

SILK

Koi more iiifoniuilion. please e:ill:

Hast .Wtli .Sireet 
New York City 
2i2.7f>;t.<>rui

1210 N<irllk*rn Hlvd. 
Manhasset, Lcmij* Island 

51ti.(i27.:i727

119 Old Country Roivi 
Wesiburv. I-ong Islatxl 

r)in.’5)tl7.7.U>9
IU7 Madison Avenue 

New York City 
212.7‘M.9;i7:t
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Editor’s Page

where the battens go." i 
whine, "Do we have to do this 
now? I can't think straight." 
"Well, the guys are coming at 
7:30 in the morning..."

We set to work cleaning kit
chen, scrubbing away with Top 
Job (cuts anything]; suddenly,

I turn
Funnier 

Than Fiction
in her voice.panic

radio down and ask what's
"The walls are comingwrong.offl* she says with horror and 

embarrassment, as if she'd 
broken some fine china. Scrub
bing has brought crumbly plas
ter right off masonry wall.

Find shoes (even slippers are 
out), tromp downstairs. Mere 
few hours ago room was in 
thick cloud of demolition 
dust. Scene is cataclysmic: 
plaster debris covers floor, 
walls are naked structure of 
bare brick, wood lath. Debris 
crunches underfoot; we stand 
ankle-deep in rubble, photo- 
floodlamps light bare 
walls. We measure and discuss 
aesthetic impact of various 
panel widths. Use plasterers' 
coal shovels and broom handles 
as make-believe battens. "Move 
it a few inches to the left." 
Crunch, crunch. (They're 
removing our dining room walls 
with coal shovels! How much 
did we pay for this house?!)

1 GUESSED what "The Money pit 
must be about before I saw 

We own one (athe prcHBOS. 
money pit), so I knew. I show no surprise, but defi

nite amusement, 
always happens — you don't 
just clean an old house when 

It'll get a lot 
worse before it gets better," 
Horn says, "Maybe we shouldn't, 
uh, clean it anymore until Dad 
sees it."
bread invested in the down- 
payment, you see.)

"Ma, thatA BUNCH OP US went to see the 
movie on the night it opened, 
would a dog-eared copy of OHJ 
turn up next to the bed or 
sharing space with Reader's 
Digest on the back of a toi
let? (It didn't.) Well, it 
wasn't a great movie. A missed 
opportunity came when the wri
ters decided the old-house 
owners would hire contractors 
for everything. Contractors 
can be a hoot, but real crazi
ness starts when you try to do 
it yourself. The other problem 
was that the film’s pratfalls 
were exaggerated (a staircase 
collapses all at once; an oven 
ejects a turkey out the win
dow) . Exaggeration and slap
stick are unnecessary and 
somehow they missed the point.

you move in.

(Dad has some heavy

Scene 2:
Design by Moonlight
[Background: Much of the plas
ter in dining room had already 
come down by itself — it was 
a bad job from day one, right 
on exterior masonry without 
furring and lath, had water 
damage, was texture-finished 
in the '20s. Only way to get 
to a sound substrate is to 
demolish and replace with a 
three-coat plaster job on 
metal lath. The old-house 
couple are over their heads 
now and hire plasterers.]

Scene 3:
It's Raining
Ate supper out after 10 P.M. 
[my stcMoach thinks 1 changed 
time zones). Home around 
12:30. In the dark (no lights 
remain on most of first 
floor), Jonathan opens kitchen 
door and fumbles for switch. 
We're talking, he walks half- 
asleep into kitchen. "HEY!"
It's raining... we have a 
swimming pool in our kitchen. 
The piaster ceiling, already 
bad, bulges. We try to fix 
problem with carefully chosen 
four-letter words; it just 
keeps raining.
Only thing to do is take down 
celling. Plaster comes down 
without any dust — like wet 
mud. 75-year-old construction 
debris comes down too: bricks, 
broken tile, chunks of cement. 
Problem is a burst elbow in 
cold-water supply pipe to rear 
bathroom upstairs.
So here's the count: no living 
rocHB, no dining room, no 
kitchen celling, no rear 
bathroom. Bad enough, but 
there’s more: Demolition is 
due to start on the only 
remaining bathroom tomorrow.
I didn't make any of this up. 
If Mr. Spielberg wants to make 
a sequel, he can ask me. (Or 
you, right?)

1 WISH I knew how to make 
movies. 
could do with material like 
this t

Think of what you

Scene 1:
Mother Cleans House One crisis after another: crew 

has to know where to install 
nailers for the wall battensNice young couple (guess who?] 

buy old house in city; house 
has received no maintenance in 
exactly 42 years, 
but filthy. Her mom says, 
going to come stay for a long 
weekend and help you fix it 
up."houses were 14, four, and 
three years old at time of 
purchase.) Daughter (me) and 
son-in-law (Jonathan) are 
grateful for help. (Maybe Mom 
will scrape grease off kitchen 
range!) But we hope she won't 
be disappointed when we're 
still not ready to hang cafe 
curtains on Sunday night.
Mom arrives and is pleasantly 
surprised. Bless her heart, 
she looks beyond dirty aqua 
paint and peeling ceiling and 
sees spaciousness, old-house 
character. "Just like those 
'30s movies where Claudette 
Colbert comes down the stair
case and through the French 
doors!"
in ranch houses too long.)

Looks okay, 
"I'm

(Mom and Dad’s last three

The format dining room
before the plastering starts 
— tomorrow. We haven't de- 
signed room yet. After long 
day at office and long night 
at house, crisis dawns on 
Jonathan.
I'm In bed, trying to fall 
asleep in house still full of 
activity (it’s only 1 A.M,— 
thought I'd turn in early). 
Jonathan comes in and puts on 
lights. "Come downstairs with 
me; we have to talk about

[Mom has been living
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Match Up With Authentic Color. 
Decorate • Restore • Preserve

with Stulb’s"

advakgePAINT CCMXJRS ^Hole Team
For complete wail repair, insist on 

genuine Spackle' and Spackle* Lite.
Spackle makes invisible repairs to 

cracks, holes and Irregular surfaces.
Spackle Lite is perfect for nnc- 

step repairs to larger holes, »ith no 
shrinking, s^ing or cracking.

Always demand Spackle' brand.
For Informative bn>chure and /we 
scraper^'spreader, call 1-800-63I-5hm0 
(in NJ, 201-437-0770.)

muralo

Capture the spirit of Colonial, Federal and Victorian 
colours for furniture, walls, woodwork, exterior 
siding and trim. Because most Old Village paint 
colours are made from the finest natural earth pig
ments, they cannot be matched for fideUty by mass 
production methods. Superb oil base quality in a 
low sheen finish assures ease of application and the 

economy of normal one-coat cover- 
fCeep It authentic. Pick upage.

your Colour Card today.

*Also exclusive manufacturer of Old 
Sturbridge Village Paint Colours.

Stulb Colour Craftsmen 
PO Box 297 

Norristown, PA 19404
The Muralo Company, inc.. 

Bayonne. NJ 07(K)2
n > rrniswrrd In^nirk of 

nw MBrali) Oiopuy. Iitr Send $1 for colour cards. literature, 
and name of nearest dealer.

laints for all your painting, restoration, and finishing needs.
GRAINING SUPPLIES
noggers 
Pipe Grainers 
Fan Top Groiners 
Badger Blenders 
Steel Graining 
Rubber Groining Rollers

Pumice 
Rubbing
Silicon Carbide Papers 
Steel Wool 
Rnishing Brushes 
Aniline Stoins 
MiniwQx Stoins 
Nongroin-Roising Stains 

WOOD-FINISHING SUPPLIES Hopes 100% Tung Oil 
HeovV'OtJtv Point Remover 
Wood Bleach 
I5am^ Papers 
Wet or Dry Papers 
Aluminum Oxide Papers 
Emery Cloth 
Rottenstone

STENCILUN6 SUPPLIES
Stencil Brushes 
Oiled Stencil Board
PAPERHAN6ERS TOOLS
Smoothing Brushes 
Seom RoiR 
Bose Cutters 
Straight Edges
BRONZING MATERIALS
Bronze Powders 

All Shodes 
Bronzing Liquids 
Gold Point 
Copper Paint

GLAZING MATERIALS
Glazing Uquids 
Stippling Brushes 
Japan Colors 
Ratting Oil
GILDING SUPPLIES 
Gold Leaf 
Aluminum Leaf 
Composition Loot 
Gilders Tips 
Gessoes 
Cloys 
Sizes
Agate Burnishers 
and much more

Is

Combs
ers

Danish Oils 
Goddard's Wax 
Beeswax 
Paraffin Wax 
Rubbina Vomishes 
Behlen Soedolties

A

WOLF
KNOWS
PAINT

WOLF PAINTS AND WALL COVERINGS 
FOUNDED 1869
771 NINTH AVENUE AJ 52rxJ STREET 
NEW YORK. NY 10019

FOR EXPERT ADVICE ON YOUR 
PAINT AND WAOPAPER PROBLEMS- 
CALL STEVE WOLF
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED - MASTERCARD. VISA OR C OD,

212-245-7777
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9) Apply two finish coats 
Dutch Boy Super Latex.
10) Hear non-slip footwear.

Unlike some of the restora
tion projects that may exceed 
$100r000f mine was completed 
on a shoestring budget, 
sider these additional facts: 
A) I also restored seven out
buildings; B) My regular job 
required up to 700 hours (an
nual) overtime; C) If you live 
and breathe restoration ONLY, 
anyone can do it.

It took six years to 
complete (Wisconsin weather 
wasn't always acconunodating), 
burning off and repainting the 
cedar siding (2-1/2 inches to 
the weather exposure), 
results were excellent and it 
was well worth the time and 

However, l wouldn't

perpendicular to the plate, 
made it less tiring to use 
than the horizontal handle.
(It did, however, require 
periodic maintenance.) To 
power the unit i used two 50- 
foot, 112, 3-wire extension 
cords. Using an old painting 
dropcloth to catch the hot 
paint droppings proved to be a 
mistake. It caught on fire 
and was immediately replaced 
with a heavy welding curtain 
and a side order of five 
gallons of water.

Definitely — complete one 
section right through to 
painting before starting on a 
new area. The only exception: 
If the weather didn't permit 
painting, I'd get a jump on 
burning off a new section.

Without some form of enter
tainment, I never could have 
completed the work. Dancing

More "Painted Ladies" 
Sought

Dear Patricia,
Con-

Hichael Larsen and I are 
planning a second book about 
exterior color schemes, 
looking for leads on beauti
fully painted houses that 
should be photographed for the 
book.
lowing query to your readers?

We' re

Would you put the fol-

For a sequel to Painted Ladies; San Francisco^ 
Resplendent Victorians, the 
authors seek photos or 
information about Victorian 
hones, businesses, and bed- 
and-breakfasts around the 
country, painted in three 
or more colors.
The authors would like to 
hear from homeowners, pres
ervationists, color design 
ers, painters, architects, 
and architectural photogra
phers. Send a color photo 
(and a stamped envelope if 
you want it back) to: 
Larsen/Pomada, 1029 Jones 
Street, San Francisco, CA 
94109. (415) 673-0939.

The

effort. 
do it again ... but then, I 
won't have to.

- Sheldon Shaver 
West Bend, Wise.

Pier Pressure
Dear OHJ:

Six months ago we completed 
rehabbing a late 19th-century 
two-storey vernacular farm
house In northeast Georgia.
In it, extra consideration and 
expense were given to preserv
ing one of its most distinc
tive features

Thanks.
- Elizabeth Pomada 
San Francisco, Ca.

the field-
stone piers the house rests 

Today, our independentBurning Sensation on.insurance agent informed us 
that no company he is aware of 
will underwrite our home
owner's policy because, "no 
underpinning presents a fire 
hazard,*

Virtually all historic 
rural houses (grand and 
modest) in this area were 
constructed on brick or stone 
piers to keep them dry and 
well ventilated, 
tions have been infilled by 
now, but we are determined to 
preserve this regional char
acteristic in our home, 
can I go for h<meowner's 
insurance without being 
penalized?

Sheldon Shaver on the lookout (or danctne girb.
Dear Editors: girls first entered my mind, 

but my wife took a dim view of 
that. So I hooked up my old 
reel-to-reel tape recorder and 
played back classical and 
early jazz recordings and pro
gramming. Listening to radio 
talk shows is another option 
that eases the pain.

TOP 10 TOOLS & PROCEDURES:
1) Heat Plate
2) 112, 3-wire Milwaukee Elec
tric Tool extension cord
3) 3-ln. scraper with off-set 
handle
4) 43010, 1-in. Red Devil 
Scraper (perfect for corners 
and underneath siding)
5) 50-grit 3M open-coat 
sandpaper
6) Wipe clean; vacuum around 
windows.
7) Sand nail heads — prime 
with aluminum paint.
8) Primer: Oil-base Dutch Boy 
4010

You asked for feedback on 
exterior stripping (Dec. 1985 
OHJ).
my 1910 clapboard farmhouse, 
its peeling paint looking more 
like a "before" ad for an alu
minum siding company.
1976 and our country was cele
brating its 200th birthday and 
we were celebrating the birth 
of our son. 
dance of patriotic persever
ance (& a lack of experience), 
I decided to single-handedly 
strip and repaint our two- 
storey, six-bedroom house.

From past projects on the 
farm, I had acquired scaf
folding, sturdy wooden 40-ft. 
ladders, ladder jacks, and 
assorted planks, giving me a 
good start on the basics, 
begin with, I chose a Sears 
electric heat plate, 
design with the handle mounted

For 6 years I stared at

It was
Most founda-

So with an abun-
Where

Sara Glickman 
Athens, Ga.

We haven't heard 
Are there

[Holy cowl 
this one before, 
other readers who've had this 
problem and solved it (with 
persuasion or a different 
insurance company)? — ed.)

TO
Its
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Makes Doing-lt-Yourself Easy!

Take 5 Books1071 121.95
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ILLUSTRATED
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More good reasons to join 
the How-To Book Club r HOW-TO BOOK (MBI

I P.O. Box 8, Blue RMge Summit, PA 17214• Big Savings. Save 20% to 75% on books sure to lr»- 
crease your how-to know-how
• Ironclad No-Rlsk Guarantee. Il you don’t like your 
books, return them within 10 days without obligation!
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections— 
mains, attemates, extras—plus bonus offers. Comes 13 lirrtes 
a year with huirdreds of up-to-the-minute titles to pick from
• Automatic Order. Do nothing, and the Main selection 
will be shipped automaticallyl But... if you want an Alter
nate selection—or no books at all—we'll follow the instruc- 

I tions you give on the replay form provided with every News 
BuNetin
• Bonus Books. Immediatety get Dividend Certificates with 
every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% 
to 80%
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's 
editions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful 
up-to-the-minute information
€> 1966 How-To Book Club

II Please accept my membership in the How-To Booh Club and send the S volumes
■ lisledbelow.p*«fnyFF»EE8hopapronbi«ngmeooly$2.9Splu8shippingandhandl-
I ing charges. If not satisfied, I may return the books within ten days without obiiga-

Ition and have my membership canceled. I agree to purchase 4 or more boohs al 
regular Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during the next 12 months, and may 

■ resign arry time thereafter.

I
I
I
I Name__

Address.I
I City.

II Stele-------------- -----------------ZipPhone
VaM for n«w nwmbsrs orV)(. Foreign apphewMs wR leceivt ordstlng instructurw. Caiwda must 

- fsmil m U.S. currsney. This order tubfect to •cceptence by the How-To Book Club.OHJ-seeL



Letters

and contract with changing 
temperature and humidity is a 
nice theory. The reality is 
that one nail is not enough to 
hold a modern flat-sawn clap
board stable. It's even worse 
if there Is rigid insulation 
behind the clapboards. There 
is not enough expansion and 
contraction in a 5-1/2-in. 
clapboard nailed 4 inches 
apart (above and below) to 
cause a problem. If the 
clapboard should split from 
expansion and contraction, it 
will split underneath the 
clapboard above, a harmless 
development.

I was passing by a nicely 
done addition to a local fine 
restaurant the other day, 
admiring the work. Then i saw 
where they nailed the clap
boards (above the clapboard 
below), and many of the clap
boards had 4- or 5-in. cracks 
right through the nail at the 
end of the clapboard.

The one project I did nail
ing clapboards this way was a 
nightmare of cracked clap
boards. I don't recommend it.

On another subject, your 
new format looks great. Ad
vertising may be a compromise, 
but it's also a good source of 
information for us builders.

— Thcxnas F. Murray 
Ashfield, Mass.

their advantages and draw
backs, and each has its adher
ents. Many of those who 
recommend nailing above the 
lap do have considerable 
experience applying clapboard 
siding. Most architectural 
specifications we've seen, as 
well as government publica
tions and Forest Products 
Laboratories, say to do it the 
way we showed in the March 
"Ask OHJ." Either way, there 
could be a splitting problem. 
Our minds are still open on 
this — yours was one of three 
counterpoint letters we re
ceived on this debate. — ed.]

Clapboard Controversy
Dear OHJ,
I am not in the habit of writ
ing letters; however, I must 
call you on this one.

•Ask OHJ 
page 89, is wrong about how to 
nail siding. 
waller and I do only wood 
siding, not vinyl or aluminum. 
The people who tell you to 
nail above the lap have never 
installed or repaired siding.

in March 1986,
I am a side-

W

WhILTUROU&UTOP
OFSSPIMO

Dear Editors:
«UZ I believe you are wrong about 

nailing 6-in, bevel siding 
above the clapboard underneath 
— and not because I haven't 
tried it that way, or because 
my Daddy didn't do it that 
way.sI'

(1) with modern bevel clap
boards (as opposed to the old 
rectangular clapboards), the 
overlapping clapboard touches 
the underlying clapboard only 
at the bottom of the overlap
ping clapboard. The further 
up you nail from that point, 
the more likely it is that the 
nail will cup the clapboard, 
causing it to crack. 1/2 inch 
up is fine, but nailing X-5/8 
inch above the bottom edge 
means nailing where the clap
board is weak and has no firm 
backing. I realize that one 
shouldn't drive the nail 
"home," but you do want it 
flush, and that final tap fre
quently cracks the clapboard.

(2) The theory that only 
one nail in the clapboard 
allows the clapboard to expand

Right?
•m

SIDW& CUPS 
|9PLIT5

«'L1

llli;

A Shellacking MiracleMO SACKtUO SUPPORT
Dear Patricia Poore,
In my joyous hobby of develop
ing my 1910 Bungalow (I feel 
driven by the project!), I've 
3Ticovered a true miracle.

Pigmented shellac, which 
can~be pur<^ased at any paint 
store, will: 1) cover and seal 
mildew (given resolution of 
the cause, of course); 2) seal 
mineral stains in old plaster 
and keep them from 'drifting* 
Into new coats of paint; 3) 
prepare 'questionable 
before hanging wallpaperl

It has been serving me for 
over 10 years on 'bleeding' 
plaster stains — and all is 
well I

TIP &y 1/6“

Wrong?
If you nail above the lap, you 
will force the clapboard into 
the small space between the 
two boards, resulting in a se
vere cup. all your siding will be cupped 
and probably split; ask any 
side-waller, or go and look at 
any old house with clapboards 
— you'll see that the boards 
are nailed 1/2 inch up from 
the butt.

\\ CL^liP^RC)RECTANGUihB
CL{kPB>0ARDY
“OLP STYCe'VA

In a year or less, wallsN0 6AP GOOPKiAIUN&l'

y
Thanks again for the great 

service you provide — I truly 
feel that I could not have 
mentally survived my undertak
ing without your information 
-- and humor!

— Stephen Winchester 
Gilmanton, N.H. t i

bTug»{There seems to be a tradi
tional divergence of opinion 
on which nailing method is 

Both methods have
Michelle Burrill 
Sacramento, Ca.

3UEMUIN&-
correct.
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1r cAutfientic 
cAinelican coloiS 

look figsh & natuiSl today'

ii’■117

»
ii

m

Quality finishes in historically-inspired 
'Colors from Benjamin Moore Paints.

Inside: Choose authentic historical colors for 
, walls, trim and accents that reflect the dignity 

and warmth of past generations. Use them natu- 
|i rally, in traditional or colonial settings, or as 

inspiration for your own style. Outside: You’ll 
^ find documented 18th & 19th century color 
B combinations that restore the charm of yes- 

terday, with finishes formulated to provide 
maximum protection today.

See your Benjamin Moore 
dealer for courteous service 

\ & expert advice, to help you 
create a personal look 

r\\ that is historically correct.

STOP BIRDS 
From

Dehabllitating 
Your Cherished 

Home.
Nixalite stainless steel needle strips 
are an impenetrable barrier to birds, 
and practically invisible too. They 
give you an effective, humane 
way of ending bird nuisances and 
maintenance costs. Send for your 
free information packet today.

_ - Benjamin A ,

IMoore^
. PAINTS

NlXALITEof AMERICA
l02S-l6»AVE.nuE<P.O BOX TZT.DEPT OKJ 
EAST MOUtlE. ILLU10IS 61244 slPT«nES09*756.iT7l
SPEC1AUSTS IN BIRD CONTROL

Victorian Millwork E>\, 4^
19th Century Victorian designs recreated in solid oak and poplar 
from the world's leading manufacturer. Fretwork 0ngerbread and lots 
more for interior and exterior use; most complete line available.

• Unlimited quantities for 
total deagn freedom.

• Predson manufactured 
so that product groups 
are compatible with each

5-^'

a

Our metal ceilings and wall coverings 
are produced from original patterns 
from the early I900’s. Our company has 
been producing the ceilings since 1912 
and we are currently the only major 
manufacturer in the country. Catalog 
free.

Shanker-Mapes 
& Sprowl

2400 Bedle Place Dept. OHJ 

Linden, NJ 07036 (20l) 925-7700 

in the east: (800) SHANKER
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SCHWERD’S
Quality Wbod Columns

ttLe staxid-eirci of q.-u.a,lity sinoe IS 60
COLUMNS — Schwerd columns are durable.
Our 100+ years of experience in manufacturing 
wood columns has proven that the durability of a 
wood column depends upon the strength of the joint 
and the quality and thickness of the wood. Schwerd
column construction developed to meet eachwas
specific requirement. The wood is the highest quality, 
thoroughly seasoned Northern White Pine. The pride 
of craftsmanship and skilled techniques acquired by 
100 years of specialized experience is applied. The 
resulting product is a “Schwerd Quality Column” 
specified by architects with complete confidence. 
Both standard and detail columns can be furnished
from 4 in. to 50 in. in diameter and up to 40 ft. in
length with matching pilasters.

If you are one of our old customers during the many 
years since our beginning in 1860 you know our 
product, if not, send us your inquiries and orders and
join our list of satisfied customers.

Scliwerd’s complete aluminum bases
are available for 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 20, 22, 24, 26,
28, and 30 in. dia. columns.

Schwerd’s—Aluminum ventilated plinth and 
aluminum turned member base recommended 
for ail exterior columns in the above diameters to 
provide a maintenance free, seamless base which is 
guaranteed against deterioration for a lifetime. 
Manufactured of 1/4 in. thick metal and a load- 
bearing capacity of 22,000 lbs.

telejDlnone: •41S-'7Se-03SS
3 SIS MoOlur© A.v©nu© Flttstou.rgli, Fa.. 1521S
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WE'VE ALL SEEN the happy 
pictures: the wrecked 
I house before, the renovated 

house after, with the proud 
owners/cenovators standing be
fore it. 
stories of surprise, disaster, 
and ultimate triumph, 
told it was difficult, more 
time-consuming and expensive 
than they imagined, that they 
bit off more than they could 
chew, that they suffered, 
lived in unspeakable condi
tions with dirt, dust, inade
quate plumbing, leaky roofs, 
cold winters, hot summers; 
battled animals, neighbors, 
governments small and large, 
and yet they stuck it out 
until they reached their goal.

And we've read their
We' re

My STORY IS pretty similar, 
except for one thing: I 
failed. And measured in dol
lars, that failure cost 
$18,356.23.

HEN WE STARTED searching 
for our "dream house" in 

June, 1981, my wife and I had 
been married for one year and 
had $10,000 saved. Although 
we'd always been fans of old 
houses, we weren't exactly 
looking for one to restore.
We just wanted a safe, ccxn- 
fortable home, ideally a house 
with some "character."

W

WE PICKED A BAD TIME to go 
house-hunting (summer 1961).
Mortgage interest rates were 
high, and homes in desirable 
areas were priced well out of 
our reach. After a few months 
of looking we realized we had two choices: buy 
something in an "adventurous" part of the ci
ty, or buy a place in the country. The city 
was out of the question. We didn't feel safe 
there and, well, this was supposed to be our 
dream home, and the urban neighborhoods we 
could afford just didn't fit the image.

know it needs work, it's carnation pink, it 
has ugly siding all over it, the floors tilt, 
but I'll fix it up. I'll renovate it. I’ll re
store I
$22,000 and agreed to hold a $16,000 mortgage 
witli a $6,000 down payment.

The owners accepted our offer of

THE CLOSING WAS HELD in the morning of a cold 
day in February, 1982. It was snowing, and 
the trip to the village took almost two hours. 
I remember the sellers saying how much they 
appreciated us making the trip in such poor 
weather — we were the only ones who realized 
the long trip would soon be a daily event for 
us. After the closing, we spent the rest of 
the day removing old carpeting and trash from 
the house. I had kind of an uneasy feeling 
that first day: The furnace never stopped run
ning, and it wasn't only the floors that 
weren't level. The doorways, windows, in fact 
the whole place was not level. And did two 
people really need five bedrocMos?

SO WE FOCUSSED our efforts on the country. 
Since a suburban house would mean commuting to 
our jobs in the city, we wanted to live near 
an expressway, duled to open in less than a year, so we 
decided to look at hcxttes for sale in the vil
lages along its route.

A new one, 1-390, was sche-

WE LIMITED OUR SEARCH to locations within an 
hour's commute, 
money by selecting a little village exactly 
one hour away — where the houses were cheap
est .
presBway, but for the time being it was 43 
miles — via country roads — from work.

And we decided to "save"

It was going to be exit 3 on the new ex-

WE DECIDED we would move in after fixing up 
the bathroom, kitchen, parlor, and downstairs 
bedroom. The rest of the house 
roOTis, living room, and formal dining room — 
could wait. We planned to do it all our
selves, but only on the weekends, since the 
trip was too long to be worthwhile on week- 
nights. We purchased tools and began.

IN OCTOBER, 1981, we drove to our chosen spot 
to see if there were any houses for sale.
There were. Dozens, in fact. And the prices! 
This one $17,900, that one $15,900, this one 
only $14,900. And look at that one: an Ital- 
ianate with a four-storey tower, arched win
dows, fireplace... and only $24,900?? Okay, I

four bed-
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ARRIVING ONE SATURDAY in March, 1982, we found 
that the furnace had gone off during the week 
and the heating system’s water pipes were fro
zen. We had run out of fuel oil: 300 gallons 
in six weeks at a setting of 55 degrees! No 
water damage had occurred, because the pipes 
hadn't thawed out. We proceeded to remove the 
ancient hot-water furnace, the old radiators 
and their various pipes. We purchased a new 
furnace; it was delivered to the front porch.
WE SET OUT TO FIX the bathroom first. The 
floor tilted, we learned, because the beans 
underneath were rotted and the foundation 
severely damaged. In fact, the foundation 
fleldstones were nothing more than a loose 
stack. We purchased materials to fix the 
foundation and replace the rotted beams.
DURING A HEAVY RAIN in April, 1982, we noticed 
water dripping from the bathroom ceiling. A 
few tugs at the warped boards and the whole 
thing came crashing down. Clearly, the roof 
above the bathroom leaked. We purchased more 
materials, this time to fix the roof. There 
were no gutters, which explained the leaky 
bathroom roof — runoff poured heavily on it 
each time it rained. We Installed gutters.
AT THIS POINT my wife inquired, why was I 
putting in gutters when I promised to fix up 
the bathroom first?

By the TIME the new gutters were in place, 
the bathro<HB roof fixed, structural beams 
replaced, floor jacks inserted all over, and a 

new sub-floor put into the bathroom, it was 
June, 19B2, and we ran out of savings. Brenda Ferre used a paint roller dipped in hot water to loosen 

wallpaper from the ceiling. Messy, but looks like it works!
I WAS ABLE TO ARRANGE for a $2,000 line of 
credit to enable us to continue. We stopped 
working on the bathroom and concentrated in stead on the leakage problems throughout the 

house. lt)e tower roof was replaced, the porch 
roof was fixed, siding repaired where water 
seeped into the house, and other general re
pairs were made wherever moisture was a prob
lem. Then we found more foundation problems. 
We used up the line of credit in six weeks.

WHERE THE MONEY WENT
Total loae on ule (buy at $22,0Q0, sell at $19,000) ... $3000.00

Commissions/fees/mortgage/taxes..........................

Bills (telephone, tia^ pkkup, sewei, utdities) ..

Commuting (80 trips, 86 miles each, $.20)..........

Misc. (new furnace, insulation, ant kUler, paving)

Tools (table saw, ladder, propane torch, etc.)...

Plumbing (pipes, fittings, Tixtures)........................
Roofing, skiing, and gutters......................................

Foundation jack posts and mortar mix.................

Doors & windows (including shades, glass, hardware)... $&34.51

Painting supplies (including caulking, primer, topcoat paint, var
nish, brushes, roUers, masking tape, trays)..............

Electrical supt^ies (fixtures, bulbs, wire, switches)

Lumber (plywood, pressure-treated beams)...........

Walls (dry-wall sheets, repair tape)..........................

General hardware.........................................................

Publications (The OHJ Compendium and Catalog, two-year 
subscription. Century of Color, architectural patterns)... $89.34
Cleaning (mops, sponges, trash bap)

Film.......................................................

$5194.88 
$1295.80 
$1376.00 
$1815.11 
$1238.20 
. $964,96 
. $591.84 
. $535.82

AT THE END OF JULY, 1982, we sat down to ana
lyze our financial condition, 
savings, we had used up all available credit, 
plus we had payments to make for the line of 
credit, apartmer\t rent, house mortgage, util
ity and telephone bills. Sears bills, as well 
as a car payment and commuting expenses, 
this point our "dream house" didn’t even have 
a working bathroom or central heat.

We had zero

At

WE HADE THE PAINFUL realization that we'd made 
a big mistake In trying to restore this house, 
and the best thing to do was sell it. The 
house was listed with a local real-estate com
pany in August, 1982. Asking price: $29,900. 
An ad was also placed in The Old-House Journal 
for the slightly higher price of $35,000.

$500.08
$479.67
$412.98
$130.04
.$91.10

WE HAD NO MONEY, SO the only thing we could do 
to help sell the place was keep it as clean as 
possible. The real-estate agency was very 
generous. They listed the house as having a 
new furnace (even though the thing was sitting 
on the front porch and the radiators had been 
ripped out). During the three-month listing 
period only one person looked at it. No sale, 
One inquiry was received through The Old-House 
Journal. Again, no sale. The house was re
listed in October, 1982, for $19,900.

$77.80
$28.10

GRAND TOTAL $18,356.23
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So many layers of roofing — but none of them could save the 
bathroom ceiling.

With a rusted foundation post like this one (center, surrounded by 
new jack posts), it’s no wonder the living room sank two inches.

house you have a good sense of what it will 
cost and how long it will take. When you 
think you have the bottom line, multiply the 
figures by two and you should have something 
reasonably accurate. Then ask yourself, do I 
have adequate financial resources? Can I 
stand living in an unrestored house that long? 
Will the house be worth the expense?

ing anybody: When you go into the business of 
repairing an old house, it really is just 
that, a business, so you're entitled to dis
counts. The first time I went to the plumbing 
wholesaler I found that just about everyone 
charges purchases to their account. When I 
tried to pay cash 1 was sent to the front of
fice to explain who X was and what kind of 
discount I expected. I said I was in the 
business of renovating old houses, one at a 
time, and that 1 was new to the business.
They gave me a full discount and an applica
tion for a contractor account, which opened a 
few days later. The amusing part came when an 
experienced plumber would walk up to the 
counter and order a "schedule 40 clip-lock 
clean-out, three-inch, 135-degree elbow," and 
I'd have to stand there muttering, "Gimme one 
of those bent things, about this big, with a 
cover on it, made out of the white stuff."
Even the local hardware store gave me a flat 
10% discount, simply because I asked for it.

5 WHEN BUYING, BB a good negotiator. I know, 
you love the house. It's loaded with poten

tial, just the right size, and exactly what 
you've been looking for all these months. It 
just came on the market, it's in a great loca
tion, It's structurally sound, priced fairly, 
you can afford the repairs, and you have to 
have that housel Well, if that's the case, 
ignore my advice: Just pay the asking price. 
But if the place Is anything less than per
fect, you're probably in a position to haggle. 
Remember, everybody loves to look at old 
houses, but few are willing to take on the 
responsibility of actually fixing them — so 
you usually won't have a lot of competition 
breathing dovm your neck. Watch out for pres
sure from the real-estate agent. Before you 
sign anything, talk to the neighbors and get 
the real story. Is this the sixth real-estate 
company to list the house, and has it been on 
the market for two years (meaning it's priced 
way too high)? Are there outstanding taxes or 
mortgage payments? And when negotiating the 
mortgage, 1) see if the owner will hold the 
mortgage and 2) make the least down payment 
possible, and get the largest and longest 
mortgage you can; try to make it assumable 
without approval — this makes it easier to 
bail out on the project later.

5 BUY NOTHING until you need it. This rule 
applies with very few exceptions. Even if 

you see items on sale, and you're sure you'll 
need them, don't succumb. One purchasing mis
take can eat up more savings than you make on 
all your other bargains. Decorating plans 
change along the way — so who's going to buy 
your "used" pink bathtub, just because you 
decided you want a white bathroom instead?

QRBEP CAREFUL RECORDS of events and expenses. Oprom day one, write down everything that 
happens with your old house. Take lots of 
photographs, especially before you do any 
work. Keep a log of trips to the house, calls 
to contractors, phone numbers of suppliers, 
and any events or milestones, Good financial 
record-keeping is also essential, because 
should you ever sell the place, for tax pur
poses you may have to show exactly what you 
spent. Save every receipt. I organized mine 
in a spiral notebook, with a running tab of 
expenses in the right-hand margin. I used se
parate notebooks for "supplies" and "tools." 
Itie Internal Revenue Service, by the way, con
siders any tool with a life expectancy of less 
than one year a supply, so I did too. And 
don't forget bills like utilities and taxes, 
or mortgage payments.

Epilogue
IN OCTOBER, 1983, David and Brenda Ferre pur
chased a three-bedroom ranch house in "Maple- 
dale Estates." The house needed only a fresh 
coat of interior paint. In 1985, upkeep ex
penses consisted of $20 worth of driveway 
sealer and a $3 furnace filter. David and 
Brenda are both very happy in their cozy tract 
house, but David muses, "I wonder, had we not 
gone through this, would we be as happy?"

7 TAKE ADVANTAGE of available discounts. At 
first it didn't occur to me i could walk 
into a plumbing wholesaler and buy at whole

sale prices. I mean, it says on the door, 
"wholesale only," right? But you're not fool
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The Old-House Journal cat 
is sitting on the answer 

to one of your old-house problems!
listed in two handy directories — by product and 
by company. Three Indexes printed on yellow 
paper make finding the right categories and 
companies a snap.

rder your copy today at the OHJ Subscriber 
Price of just $10.95 postpaid — 28% off the 

regular price. Just return the coupon ... Chester’s 
keeping a copy warm for you!

ur office cat, Chester, tends to sit around 
most of the day. But when we need him to 

catch a mouse, he’s right there, earning his 
keep. Just the other day. In fact, Chester proudly 
presented our Editor-In-Chief with a mouse. 
(Chester thinks he works for The Old-Mouse 
Journal.)

ust like a cat, The Old-House Journal Catalog 
is a mighty handy thing to keep around an old 
house. The Catalog won’t catch mice, but it’s 

the cat’s meow when you’re searching for a 
particular old-house object needed to finish off 
part of your house. It’s the only complete 
directory to suppliers of thousands of products 
and services made specifically for old houses, 
and it’s newly revised and updated by the 
Editors of The Old-House Journal.

From Anaglypta to Wrought Iron Ornaments, 
The Old-House Journal Catalog makes it 

easy to find all those things you didn’t 
think anybody still made! Over 1,400 

companies handling almost 
10,000 products are

O

O

J
r "I

69A Seventh Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 
(718) 6364514

eOld-House
Journal
YES! Please send me the new Old-House Journal 
Catalog postpaid. I’m enclosing $13.95 ($10.95 if I 
am a current OHJ subscriber).

Name
(please print)

Address

City

State Zip

NY State residents please add applicable sales tax.
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IF YOUR HOUSE SITS by itself, you have a free 
hand with the color. But if you live in a 
neighborhood, your house must fit in and not 
jump out. Even the moat expertly decorated 
building may look like a street carnival if it 
is overtly unlike its neighbors.
A BUILDING MUST RETAIN its architectural inte
grity. It's very tempting to have a ball 
painting up details, but don't lose the feel
ing of wholeness: Too often, over-zealously 
"painted ladies” become more details than 
house, and the original proportions of the 
building are lost.
THE PORCHES, DORMERS, and bargeboards should 
not be allowed to "jump" off the main body Of

Trim on this cottage is a medium value, but the sash itself is white. 
Light sash is preferred by many as more “inviting."

LOOKING AT YOUR DRAWING, separate out the main 
areas: body, trim, windows, gables, repeating 
details, etc. Notice what stands out or what 
are your favorite parts. I don't reccanmend 
coloring your drawings. The reason for this 
is that there are about 30 colors at the art 
store and 1,600 colors at the paint store — 
and since combining just the right shades is 
what makes a paint scheme great or only fair, 
color drawings are very misleading. Your 
house will never look like your drawing. In
stead, I recommend shading the drawings in B&W 
with a lead pencil. Laying out your building 
in terms of value (the light-to-dark scale of 
color) will give you a better feeling for the 
balance and how to handle the details.

feeling. Light-colored curtains sometimes alleviate that. LIGHT COLORS SHADOW a lot and therefore show 
up imperfections. Dark colors will not show 
shadows as much and therefore can be used to 
play down or even cover problem areas that you 
may have to live with. In painting broad 
areas, get the most visual return for your 
money. For instance, areas with relief should 
always be painted a light color so that the 
natural shadowing enhances the relief — you 
won’t need an extra color to do so.

the building. This will happen if the colors 
are not closely related or if the contrast 
between the parts and the whole is too great. 
Hue is the specific color used (red, blue, 
blue-green, etc.); value is the light-to-dark 
scale of the colors (black, dark gray, medium 
gray, light gray, etc.). Choose your palette 
so there is a relationship of both hue and 
value running through all the colors. . . • on color choice

CHOOSE COLORS FROM paint sample chips of a 
good brand — better paint will be truer to 
its chips.
paper; use this to isolate colors on the chip.

• • • on getting started
TO START YOUR PLAN, make an elevation drawing 
of your house and get copies made. Since the 
front facade often shows all of the design el
ements in the house, you may need a drawing 
only of the front (or of the front and one 
side). Feel free to do all sides, if you 
want. If you're no artist, take B&W photos of 
each side and get 8x10 or larger prints made, 
then trace them. Making these drawings will 
give you a real familiarity with the building. 
You'll get a feel for the different areas, the 
size and distribution of trim, and how the de
tailing is layered and arranged.

Cut a window in a sheet of white

PICK YOUR COLORS outside in open shade or un
der an overcast sky. The colors are truer in 
this light. The glare of sunlight inhibits 
your ability to see colors well and distin
guish their subtleties (and you know what 
fluorescent lights do to color).
REFER BACK TO YOUR "given" colors 
brick, roof shingles, etc. These are the col
ors your color scheme must be based on to give

stone,
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Shade drawings of your building in black 
and white — to lay out the paint scheme 

in terms of value (not hue), and to 
develop a sense of the details.

JILL PILAROSCIA 
SAN FRANCISCO

. • . on approach

the house a whole feeling. Most colors can be 
adjusted to fit. If you're set on blue, make 
sure you use hues and shades of blue that work 
best with your given colors. Now, make sure 
the combinations of colors you choose go with 
each other as well. To do so, isolate them 
together on both a light and a dark back
ground. Make adjustments as needed. When 
you've found the body color(s) you like, try 
different trim colors until one works. Then 
do the same for your accent colors. Hake sure 
these colors correspond in value (darkness or 
lightness) with the B&W plans you have made.

SELECTING COLORS can be intimidating, 
required to work with color on a grand scale. 
Your color selection is public and has a 
visual impact on your whole neighborhood.

You're

AS A COLORIST I have watched tastes and color 
styles change, just as designs change in ar
chitecture and fashion, 
elsewhere there are presently two schools of 
thought regarding exterior coloration for old 
buildings: the authentic, historical approach, 
and the contemporary approach sometimes re
ferred to as the "boutique school."

In California and

WHEN YOU'RE CONFIDENT of your color selection, 
get sample paint mixed at a professional paint 
store (a store where the help knows how to mix 
colors). Get quarts. Now find a small, sig
nificant section of the building where all of 
the colors come together and paint it com
pletely. Live with the painted sample for a 
few days. Look at it in every kind of light. 
Squint a lot. If one color seems to be wrong, 
modify or change it and put the new one up.

TAKING THE HISTORIC approach, you'd work from 
color palettes documented in various books and 
archives of 19th-century exterior decoration. 
To be perfectly authentic, you'd take paint 
shavings from your building, analyze them un
der a microscope to detemine what colors had 
been applied, and duplicate the original (or a 
subsequent) color scheme. In Century of 
Color, Roger Moss has written an excellent re-

4 4 on contractors
THERE ARE BASICALLY two types of painting con
tractors: production companies (who do large 
developments, rental properties, etc.}, and 
custom painters. Start with custom painters. 
Call a few; if yours is a fancy job be sure 
they've done Victorians; make sure they sound 
"positive" about them. Cross out the ones who 
don't sound enthusiastic — you have to love 
these buildings to paint them well.
ASK FOR REFERENCES and examples that you can 
look at. Go look and check the references. 
Then narrow your candidates down to three. ^ 
let personality play a part in your final de
cision. If you relate well to the painter, if 
you like the cut of his jib, if talking to him 
is easy — it augurs well.
CH(X)SB SOMEONE WHO HAS been in business a 
while — who has a reputation to protect. 
These people will do the job right (gener
ally) , because they do not want to cone back 
and fix it if the paint peels in three years.

BE CAREFUL OF A LOW BID. An exceptionally low 
bid usually means that, halfway through the 
job, the painter will realize he's going to 
end up in the hole, and will finish up as 
quick-and-dirty as he can. You may not real
ize this for a year or so. If you have lots 
of time and knowledge so that you can super
vise the job, it ^ possible to do alright 
with a cheap bid. But it's not a good situa
tion when the person working for you knows 
he's losing money.

In thU example of the historic approach, Jill Pilaroscia collaborated 
with Bob Buckter to create a refined scheme in peachy-tan, rust, 
and burgundy-brown.

source for this approach. Numerous paint 
manufacturers have compiled "Historic Color" 
charts which do give you a start.
TAKING A MORE contemporary approach, you'd 
glean the best techniques from the past and 
combine them with imaginative solutions, such 
as exterior stencilling, trompe I'oeil, and 
faux finishing. You'd select a palette that 
primarily reflected your own personal color 
preferences. I feel both approaches are 
valid. A homeowner can look at both and then 
choose the more appropriate route.

James R. Martin of The Color People is a graphic designer and restor
ation contractor. He does color consultation and exterior design 
nationwide, and offers a mail-order service. 1672 Madison St., 
Denver, CO B0206. (303) 388-8686.
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RHYTHM: Keep the same colors touching and in
teracting. Repetition of color juxtaposition 
will create a rhythm that pleases the eye.• • • OD use of colors

IN HY EXPERIENCE, I've found that four to six 
colors are the easiest to arrange on a build
ing. Victorian architecture provides many 
planes for color. A two-color scheme may lack 
dimension and fight the complexity of the 
building; a three-color scheme is hard to ar
range consistently. A four- (or more) color 
scheme lets you orchestrate the surface. Four 
colors does not have to appear overdone or 
busy. Four carefully coordinated colors will 
create a rich visual surface.

DURABILITY: Select colors for major surfaces 
which are durable and neutral, 
sun will fade pure bright tones quickly.

Remember the

ACCENT COLORS: Use strong colors only in small 
expanses so they will fade gracefully, 
cents may be used on undersurfaces, such as 
soffits, to add an element of surprise and 
create surface texture, 
colors as they can cause visual chaos.

Ac-

Don't overuse accent

SKELETAL STRUCTURE: Use your trim to create a 
skeletal structure for the building, 
technique will define and unify the archi
tectural elements. 
between the body and the trim.

ThisNOW, HOW DO YOU personally envision your 
building? Do you want a unique color state
ment which stands out frcxn its surroundings? 
Do you wish to blend with your surroundings? 
Do you want to re-create a historically accu
rate color scheme? Do you want a more per
sonal statement? Do you want continuity from 
interior to exterior colors?

Create a contrast in value

INTERACTION: White drains color from the color 
it is touching. Black accentuates the color 
it touches. Gray is a chameleon color. It 
makes whatever it touches resonate. If gray 
is touching red, it makes the red appear red
der and it takes on a reddish cast itself.LIGHT COLORS REFLECT ultraviolet light and 

heat, making them durable. They advance 
visually and make areas appear larger. They 
can outline shape, accentuate detail, and 
allow light and shadow to play. Dark colors 
absorb ultraviolet light and heat, making them 
susceptible to fading. They usually recede, 
make areas appear smaller. They create drama, 
weight, and mass. Some guidelines:

. • . on picking a paint acheme
PHOTOGRAPH YOUR BUILDING with a 35 mm camera 
using color print film, 
photos of the building in its setting, close- 
ups of window areas, entryway and front doors, 
ornamental details, and under-surfaces such as 
soffits.
developed into 3"x5" glossy-finish prints.

Take some distance

Have the filmShoot an entire roll.

COLLECT COLOR BOOKLETS and color chips. Buy 
or borrow a paint fan-deck, which contains all 
the colors the company makes. Cover a table 
surface with white paper to create a clean, 
neutral field on which to view your color sam
ples. When possible, work in natural light. 
Place your developed house photos in front of 
you and have a list of "givens" for your 
building: its interesting — and awkward — 
features; its surroundings; the colors of its 
roof, stone, tile, landing, or stained glass; 
and its exposure and orientation.
LAY THE CHIPS on the white paper and see which 
colors appeal to you. Arrange the chips into 
groups indicating preference: first choice, 
second, etc. Select color(s) for the body, 
the building's largest surface. Once that's 
established, select a color for trim. Remem
ber to refer to your list of given considera
tions, restrictions, and preferences. Next 
develop accent color(s).

An example of “the boutique school” — five colors, and 
the giant engaged columns are whimsically marbleized. AFTER YOU PAINT an actual sample on the house, 

you may decide to alter a color in the scheme. 
The addition of white, called tinting, light
ens your color. The addition of black, called 
shading, darkens it. If two adjacent colors 
don't harmonize, try mixing some of color one 
into color two. This blending creates an "es
sence of one another" feeling; the colors be- 
cc«e complementary. If you want to experiment 
with color mixing, I reccxnmend buying a book 
on color theory; for example. Elements of 
Color by J. Itten. Get a color compass or 
color wheel by Grumbacher, too.

INTENSITY: Color intensity increases as the 
volume and scale of the color increases, 
lect the grayed and muted hues, 
light greatly amplifies the intensity of col
or .become very lively on a large expanse.

Se-
Exterior

What may look dull on a paint chip will

BALANCE: Distribute color evenly over the 
building from its top or hat, to its middle or 
belt, and to its base or shoes. A building 
with a light-colored base and a dark-colored 
peak may feel top heavy and ungrounded. A 
well balanced color arrangement will have 
visual unity.

St
OHJ readers can write with questions 
mail'order color service •— to Jill Pilaroscia, San Francisco Color Ser
vice, 855 Alvarado St., San Francisco, CA 94114. (415) 285-4544.

and for information on her
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Paintbrushes
• Flagged bristles. Flagging (splitting) at 
the ends of the bristles makes for fewer brush 
marks and more even 
application of the 
paint. In synthetic 
brushes, look for both 
flagged and tapered 
filaments.

w E KNOW A PAINTER who gave a cheap brush to 
his helper to slap a coat of primer on a 
dirty, hastily-prepared closet, 

his own, the helper went on to prime the trim 
in two large rooms with that same inferior 
brush.
cursed the primer, which seemed to drag and 
covered poorly.
WHEN THE PAINTER returned to the job, he said, 
"Oh jeez, are you still using that garbage 
brush?l 
the rocMBS.
helper shrugged and changed brushes, 
primer flowed smoothly and covered well, 
brush held a lot of paint, and he didn't have 
to dip it in the can very often, 
cheap brush, the job had been a frustrating 
struggle and the coverage poor, 
bigger, better brush, the job was almost a joy 
and the outcome neat.

Left on
TAfmp

It took a long time, and the helper

• Spread the bristles 
of a professional brush 
at the ferrule, and you 
will see a treated wood 
or aluminum spacer plug that holds the bris
tles in place and creates a void that allows 
the brush to hold more paint. Cheaper brushes 
will have cardboard spacer plugs.

&ei6TLe6I didn't mean for you to use it in 
Here, use a real brush." The

Now the
The

With the
With the • A wooden handle shaped to fit the hand. 

Cheap brushes often have a sharp-edged, un
contoured handle, 
hardwood handles are the most comfortable. 
Varnished handles may cause blisters.

Unfinished, smooth-sanded
THE HELPER Still hasn't forgiven his boss for 
leaving him with that crappy brush.

• A sturdy, corrosion-resistant ferrule 
(nickel-plated, stainless steel, copper or 
brass).
aluminum ferrule anodized to look like brass. 
The ferrule should be securely fastened to the 
handle — if it wiggles now, it will eventu
ally work loose.

WE'VE ALL USED brushes that don't seem to hold 
any paint, yet drip paint all over your arm 
the first time you paint over your head, 
article will show you how to tell the differ
ence between a quality brush and one that's 
second-rate.
the proper use and care of your brushes.

Some cheap brushes will have an
This

We'll also give you some tips on
• Bristles set securely in vulcanized rubber, 
epoxy, or chemically inert cements. Work the 
brush back and forth across your hand to see 
if it loses any bristles. A good brush will 
lose some bristles or filaments, but a cheaper 
brush will lose more, and they'll continue to 
fall out.

What is a Good Brush?
ECOGNIZING a good paintbrush isn't always 
easy. The best paintbrushes are still 
hand-crafted by skilled brush-makers much 

as they have been for centuries. Consumer and 
bargain-grade brushes frequently are machine- 
made and less expensive, but you get what you 
pay for. The best way to see the differences 
between brushes is to ccxnpare a professional's 
brush side by side with the same size consumer 
model. Ask to see the manufacturer's catalog; 
it contains complete specifications. The 
characteristics of a quality paintbrush are 
the same whether it's a natural or synthetic 
brush. A good brush will havei

R
• The best brushes are built with a "cupped 
chisel" design (a filament-setting method). 
Check the manufacturer's catalog for this 
information.
e Good brushes feel smooth and silky when 
rubbed against your hand, not coarse or stiff. 
Look for brushes with bristle or filament that 
has a resilient spring to it (when pressed 
against your hand, the bristle should spring 
back into shape).

• Long, flexible bristles of varying lengths. 
Longer bristles allow the brush to hold more 
paint, and flexibility (softness) makes for 
smoother flowing of the finish.

• Balance is hard to define, but all good 
paintbrushes have it. 
ccmfortable to use all day.

A balanced brush is
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SPECIALTY BRUSHES
FI^OWING BRUSH: Use anytime the finish must be smooth and 
free of brushmarks (like on a broad, flat surface with a gloss finish, 

where brushmarks would be extremely noticeable). The 
most commonly used bristles are white hog, badger, and 
fitch (skunk). These bristles are combined in a multitude 
of different grades and blends. The thinner the finish, the 
softer the flowing brush should be. So, if you’re applying 
alkyd or oil painl, use a slightly stiffer flowing brush.
Any supplier who stocks these specialty items can 
surely you sound guidance in your 
selection of a brush. 1 I

CALCIMINE BRUSHES (or block 
brushes) are available in natural 
and synthetic bristles and blends.^
MASONRY BRUSHES carry a ^ 

lot of paint and are suited to 
rough surfaces. They resemble calcimine / 
brushes, but use horsehair or tampico j/'/ 
filaments. g /

y/Ai

RADIATOR BRUSHES come in two types. One has a long 
handle to reach between the fins of a radiator, the other an

^ offset handle ideally suited for 
those hard-to-reach places — 

like behind a radiator. ^WHITEWASH BRUSHES are made of white tam
pico (cactus fiber) or horsehair and bristle blends 
(more resistant to the lime base than other 
bristles). The brush attaches to a wooden 
handle — it looks like a push-broom.

‘ROUGH RIDER’ is the brand name 
of a common shingle-siding painting 
tool. Great for painting the rough, 
uneven surfaces and edges of shingles. •iV

• Good brushes have a slight taper from the 
heel to the edge. Good brushes may have a 
"square edge" (for holding more paint and 
painting large, flat surfaces) or a "chisel 
edge" (for broader filament contact, more even 
application, and precise cutting in). Use a 
chisel-edged brush for 'inside corners and 
edges.

• Flexible filaments with well-flagged ends 
spread paint more smoothly, minimizing brush 
marks and holidays or thin spots. (A holiday 
is where the brush takes a vacation^ a bare 
area.)
• A good brush cuts down on frustration (fewer 
holidays, easier to cut in, etc.) and time.
• More numerous bristles hold more paint, so 
the brush doesn't have to be dipped as often. 
Because the paint goes on faster, there is 
less chance of lap marks.

cure
WCATLY
IMTO
coRweg.-^

• A quality brush won't leave as many stray 
bristles for you to pick out of the finish.WILL NOT 

FIT lU 
CDRMCR- • A well-made brush lasts longer and is worth 

the effort of cleaning it out.

CAte PAW
6HAIU 
COWlACT 
AJlEA

klO LARQe
COUtACT
AK-PA Natural Bristle

RISTLE", to most of us, has become synon
ymous with "filament" (natural or synthe
tic). Bristle actually refers only to 

the hair of hogs. Bog bristle makes a good 
brush filament because of its natural flag
ging. Hog bristles are slightly oval and grow 
naturally to a taper. This gives them spring 
and elasticity and helps them maintain their 
shape.

CHI6LL UAP&LUMT ZUD

BECAUSE a blunt-end brush will not fit into a 
corner, it leaves a mark or thin spot near the 
corner (where the brush stroke starts) called 
a cat's paw. This occurs because you have to 
first push the brush into the corner and then 
pull it out. A tapered edge also allows you 
to see the edge as you are cutting in, whereas 
the blunt brush blocks your view of the edge.

BEWARE OF bristle brushes labelled China or ox 
hair blends. These cheaper brushes may con
tain as little as 1% China or ox-hair bris
tles. Reputable manufacturers clearly label 
their brushes with the percentage of bristle 
used (100% China bristle, for example).Economy of Quality

ROPESSIONAL TOOLS cost more than consumer 
grades and are often available only at 
Larger paint suppliers rather than hard

ware stores.
themselves through superior performance. 
Here's why: •

P CHINA BRISTLE Is the most common natural bris
tle, and is best suited for non-water-soluble 
finishes (alkyds, oil enamels, oil-based 
stains, varnish, polyurethane, shellac, lac
quer, etc.). If untreated natural bristles 
are used in a water-based finish, the bristles 
will absorb water and become limp. A limp 
brush is hard to control. Other types of na
tural fibers are used in specialty brushes.

But good-quality brushes pay for

• your painting skills will never improve with 
inferior tools, 
neater, with better coverage, buy a good tool.

If you want to work faster.
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Synthetic Filament
WELL TtORMEP 
HWUPLE nrb
HWJP

SniRiTY, MOW-
COKRXJPIK^
fEKJtULE

POORLY-
PORt-NEP
W>.4JPLe

H£ TWO MOST commonly used 
synthetics are nylon and 
polyester. Nylon (such as 

Dupont Tynex) is used in low- 
to medium-priced synthetic 
brushes. It can be used for 
oils, alkyds, latex paints, 
oil stains, varnish, and poly
urethane. Nylon cannot be 
used for creosote, methyl- or 
ethyl-alcohol-based shellacs, 
or finishes containing ketones 
(like two-part epoxy finishes). 
Don't buy imported nylon (some 
get limp in water) .

T
PUKfeY-
fSRRULe

YO)t?

THIM PKOPLE
WITH rtwa. THICKERpROflUE

w/Mopee t.UK)
wm uwifOKH

WCK.

ewp

twpMEDIUM- TO HIGH-PRICED synthe
tic brushes are generally made 
of polyester or a nylon/poly
ester blend. Dupont Orel is 
one brand name. The longest 
wearing synthetic brushes are 
100% polyester. It has higher 
solvent and temperature resis
tance than nylon, and better 
bend recovery. Polyester is 
also more resilient than nylon 
and can be used with any finish. Look for 
brushes with an even mixture of flagged and 
tapered filaments.
AVOID BRUSHES made of styrene unless they are 
for a single, crude job, and you plan to throw 
them away? they're not worth cleaning. (Poly
styrene is a tough filament used mostly in 
wallpaper brushes.) Don't buy synthetic 
brushes with very coarse filaments. If the 
filaments stay bent when you pinch them with a 
fingernail, they're hollow — not as durable, 
and likely to lose shape sooner.

0•5H0eT,6TlFf E«K>TU£5 »n

GOOD BRUSHCHEAP BRUSH
(luimpy ,uu)mpy...) (HEPTY.HerTY)

FLAT SASH &
TRIM BRUSHES 
1 to 4 inches

Chisel-edge trim brushes in this size range 
make easy work of window and door surrounds, 
baseboards, wall corners, etc. 
depends on the size of the trim you want to 
paint.

Brush width

ANGLE SASH BRUSHES 
1 to 3 inches

The long end of an angle sash brush helps for 
reaching into inside corners on window sash. 
Don't allow the angle alone to convince you 
this is the right brush — a fine tapered edge 
is the most critical element of a sash brush.

The Right Size and Shape
N ADDITION TO CHOOSING a quality paintbrush 
with the right kind of filaments, you have 
to make sure the size and shape of the brush 

suits the job. The proper size and shape can 
make the difference between a neat, fast job, 
and a sloppy, slow one.
BOY THE BRUSH to fit the job. The most common 
error in choosing brush size is buying one 
that's too small for the job. If you're 
investing in a quality brush, you can buy 
bigger. The more expensive brush will hold 
more paint, and still make it easier to cut in 
than a smaller, Tnei^ensive brush. You won't 
have to work the brush back and forth over the 
edge to cover it.

I SEMI- OVAL VARNISH 
&- ENAMEL BRUSHES 
1 to 4 inches

These tools have wider centers, longer fila
ments, and rounded edges. They carry a lot of 
paint, apply it smoothly, and make it easier 
to paint sharp edges. They usually have round 
handles.
ROUND OR OVAL 
SASH BRUSHES 
even numbers 2-20

These brushes aren't very common, but they're 
excellent for fine work. Their dense bristles 
and thick profiles allow them to hold a lot of 
paint. They’re compact and have a well- 
chiseled edge, so they make cutting in easy. 
They are especially appropriate for spindle 
work because they won't "splay out" as easily 
as flat brushes.

WALL BRUSHES 
3 to 5 inches

When you have no cutting in to worry about, 
the general rule of thumb 1st the bigger, the 
better, just keep in mind that if you're 
handling a full-bodied brush more than four- 
inches wide, your arm is going to start to 
ache after a couple of hours. If you're 
painting clapboards, match the width of the 
brush to the width of the clapboard.

tt

The technical infomiatioQ in this article com^ from Stephen L. Wolf, 
proprietor of Wolf Paints and Wallpapers (771 Ninth Ave., New York 
City 10019.) Stere’s an old friend of OHJ.
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Cleaning & 
MaintainingBrushes
by Bill O'Donnell

GOOD BRUSH is expensive to 
replace; fortunately, 
proper cleaning and stor

age is easy, 
keeping a brush in good shape 
is to clean it immediately af
ter each use.

A Don’t let this happen to your brushes — 
it’s almost impossible to bring them back.

When you leave a neglected brush soaking 
in solvent, keep it suspended on a wire.

The secret to

Cleanup is part of the job; 
consider It when making a work schedule.

thinner) will be all that is required; some 
will require turpentine. (For lacquer, use 
lacquer thinner; for shellac, denatured 
alcohol.)yOUR QUALITY SASH BRUSH won't help you "cut 

in" neatly if it’s spent the past few months
at the bottom of a

---- ----^clutter-filled drawer in------^your workshop. Hang
your brushes by their 

TiBP handles in a clean, dry
place. Fold some kraft

___________ _ paper around them (or,...«---—-___5 if you can find them,
use the protective en-

UEAVY velopes they came in) to
keep the bristles in 

shape. Never store a brush so that it rests 
on its bristles; they'll bend permanently.

FIRST, WORK THE BRUSH dry on kraft paper, 
newspapers, or paper towels, the brush in the effort; just brush as you 
normally would until no more paint cones out. 
Fill a coffee can about half full with sol
vent, and work the brush up and down in the 
solvent for a few minutes, 
to use as a first rinse for all your brushes.

M Don't distort

T
Save the solvent

AFTER THE FIRST RINSE, pour fresh solvent in 
another coffee can. Use only as much solvent 
as needed to rinse the brush. Add the spent 
solvent to your "first-rinse" can. Three to 
five rinsings in fresh solvent is typical, 
although you may have to do more. Flex the 
brush gently against the bottom of the can to 
help squeeze out thinned paint. Be careful 
not to bend the bristles too far, and flex 
evenly — one side, then the other. Seal the used solvent tightly. In a couple of days, 
the pigments will settle to the bottom, and 
the solvent can be reused for another brush.

1

Latex Cleanup

W ATER IS ALL YOU NEED to remove latex 
paint. Don’t bend the bristles down hard 
against the sink. Run warm, not hot, 

water on the face of the bristles only, not 
between the bristles with the brush upside 
down. Pat the brush sharply against the palm 
of your hand to bring the watered-down paint 
to the surface, and keep rinsing. Rinse until 
there's no hint of pigment. Be sure to work 
all of the paint out of the heel of the brush.

IF THE BRUSH will be used for oil-based paint 
in the future, simply squeeze out the excess 
solvent, and store as usual, 
for latex, rinse the solvent out of the brush 
thoroughly with warm, soapy water.

If It'll be used
YOU CAN USE a little mild soap (Ivory Liquid) 
while rinsing the brush. The soap helps 
remove the paint and serves as a good gauge to 
judge when the brush is thoroughly rinsed — 
when the soapy water lathers up easily, the 
brush is clean. Rinse the soap completely 
fr<XB the brush.

Reviving a Dead Brush

I
T IS POSSIBLE to restore natural bristle and 
some synthetic brushes that have hardened 
up. SCMBetimes it’s relatively easy. For 

example, if the brush contains hardened shel
lac, an overnight bath in denatured alcohol 
may be all that's required. If paint has 
dried in the brush, soak it in paint stripper 
until soft, then comb the goop out of the 
bristles with a discarded wide-tooth comb. 
Follow with a rinse in the appropriate sol
vent .

TO EXPEL EXCESS HATER, twirl the brush rapidly 
back and forth between the palms of your 
hands. If it’s a good sash brush used for 
cutting in, just shake the water out; that 
way, you'll be less likely to cause permanent 
spreading of the bristles. Hang the brush 
from its handle until completely dry.

On/Alkyd Cleanup SOME CHEAP BRUSHES will dissolve in paint 
stripper, others may lose their shape. Paint 
stripper is worth trying on an expensive, 
neglected brush — as long as it dried in 
shape. If it dried with bent bristles, it 
will never be a good brush again. The trick 
is not to neglect a good brush in the first 
place — clean it immediately after use.

BCAUSB OIL-BASED FINISHES repel water, 
paint will have to be rinsed out with 
solvent. The solvent to use is the same 

as the solvent that you'd use to thin the 
paint (check the label). For most oil-based 
paints and varnishes, mineral spirits (paint
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by Bill O’Donnell

Tape the kraft paper right up against the shoe 
moulding with two-inch-wide masking tape. 
Burnish the tape down hard so paint can't seep 
under it. Overlap the lengths of kraft paper 
to minimize the amount of tape on the floor. 
That is, only tape to the floor around the 
perimeter of the room. Masking tape leaves a 
gummy residue and, if it's left down long 
enough, may damage the finish when removed.

AINT HAS A WAY of getting all over every- 
I thing — including surfaces that are al
ready finished. This article will help 

you keep paint where you want it: on the 
walls, not the woodwork. In an old house, 
you typically spend four to eight hours of 

preparation for every hour of painting. If a 
couple of additional hours are spent masking 
finished surfaces, you'll make the painting 
easier on yourself, you'll save time on clean
up, and your finished work will have a much 
neater appearance.

IF ALL THE PREPARATION is complete, and the 
floor has to be protected from paint only, 
it's easier and more economical to simply lay 
down dropcloths to catch the paint, 
several kinds of dropcloths, and each has its 
advantages and drawbacks:

Floors There are
BGARDLE5S OF WHAT PART of the roCMB you're 
working on, the floor will have to be

Paint will splatter on the floor.
R

If DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SHEETS — Cheapest in the 
short run, but they tear easily, and they have 
to be taped down because they weigh so little, 
‘niey don't provide good footing because the 
plastic is slippery — they're especially 
dangerous on stairs. If you're going to paint 
one room in your whole life, a good dropcloth 
is not a necessary investment, so use one of 
these.

masked. ___
you've got much preparation to do before 
painting (plaster repair, etc.), the best and 
easiest masking method is to cover the entire 
floor with kraft paper.
MASKING TAPE won't adhere to a dirty surface. 
Vacuum the floor thoroughly, and wipe down any 
areas to receive masking tape with a rag.

POLYPROPYLENE TARPS 
ally less expensive than can
vas, far more durable than 
thin-mil plastic. These tarps 
come in a variety of sizes, 
they repel water, and they're 
lightweight. They tend to 
bunch-up more than canvas, and 
are difficult to fold. If you 
have use for a dropcloth once 
every couple of years (and 
need a cover to keep your 
cordwood dry) they're a good 
buy.

Gener-

Your bestCANVAS DROPCLOTHS 
bet.
cloth lays flat, folds easily, 
and is virtually tear-proof. 
Although we've seen 9x12 drop
cloths for as much as $50, you 
should expect to pay between 
$20 and $30. It's a good long
term investment if you do roost 
of your own painting, 
the cloth up at the edges so 
that it covers some of the

A quality canvas drop-

Bunch

baseboard. 
paint the baseboard, pull the 
cloth back a few inches.

When it's time to
Kfaft paper protects the floor throu^out the project.
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thin-mil plastic dropcloths in lieu of kraft 
paper.easier, and its light weight requires less 
masking tape to hold it in place.

The plastic folds around corners

ALSO MASK ANY HARDWARE or light fixtures that 
aren't easily removed to protect them from 
roller splatters or spray, 
mask a doorknob than remove it. 
finished using the roller, remove the masking 
to make cutting in with a brush easier.

Wallcoverings

WALLPAPER, especially if it's old, can be 
difficult to mask without damage. Any 
tape applied directly to it will almost 

certainly tear the paper when it's removed. 
You'll have to be crafty to cover the paper by 
attaching to adjacent trim.

It's easier to
After you've

Look for:Sheets of plastic are taped to the cove moulding to protect the 
wallpaper in this dining room. Note the well-masked floor. 1. Picture mouldings and plate rails — When 

these features exist, they are usually at the 
uppermost edge of the wallpaper. You can 
drape plastic dropcloths down from this edge 
by taping to the top. Because there is a very 
small surface to tape to, tape alone may not 
hold up the sheets. Press a thumbtack through 
the tape here and there wherever you need some 
additional support. Nobody will ever see the 
small pin holes on the top surface of the 
moulding or rail.

WHATEVER DROPCLOTH you use, be sure to keep it 
tight against the walls at all times. If it 
bunches up, take a break from painting, and 
lay it flat again. Fix tears immediately. 
Paint has a way of spilling on the only 
unprotected spot on the floor.

Wood Trim
AKE SURE THE WOOD is sealed before mask-M' If you just finished stripping the 

trim in the room, or if the old finish is de
teriorated, be sure to refinish the woodwork 
before doing any painting on adjacent sur
faces .

ing . 2. Gaps behind loose pieces of trim — If some 
pieces of woodwork that adjoin the wallpaper 
have worked loose, you can wedge a piece of 
thin cardboard into the crack. Pressure from 
the trim will hold the cardboard in place, 
giving you a surface to tape to.
COVERING THE WALLPAPER is most important if 
you're going to be spraying, or working on the 
ceiling with a roller. For cutting in around 
wallpaper when you're painting trim, a good 
brush and confidence are probably all you 
need. But if you're uncertain of the steadi
ness of your hand, work on a small area at a 
time while holding a 10- or 12-inch taping 
knife against the wallpaper. If you slip, the 
paint will hit the knife, not the wallpaper. 
Wipe the knife clean with a rag each time you 
reposition it to avoid smearing paint on the 
wall.

If a little paint gets on finished 
wood, it can be removed relatively easily, 
it gets on bare, open-pored wood, it will be 
very difficult to remove.

If

OF COURSE, you don't want paint to get on your 
woodwork at all, so even though it's sealed, 
you still have to mask it off. Tape kraft 
paper over the woodwork with masking tape. 
Press the tape to as little wood as possible. 
(The less tape you use, the less residue 
you'll leave on the finish.) Burnish the tape 
down hard along the edge.
IF YOU'VE GOT a large area to protect (an 
entire window and surround, for example}, use

rI • REMOVE all masking tape as soon as possible after 
you finish painting. The sooner you pull the tape up, 
the less likely it will be to damage finishes or leave a 
gummy residue.

• CUT the paint film with a utility knife wherever it 
overlaps onto the masking tape. If you just rip the 
tape off, you’ll chip some of the new paint.

• USE acetone and fine steel wool to remove any 
gummy residue left behind by the tape.

• FOLD the kraft paper up as you lift it. Not only 
will this make a neater pUe to dispose of, but it will 
prevent dried chips of paint from falling on the floor.

De-Masking
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bead of paint to run from the sash slightly 
onto the glass to prevent condensation from 
soaking into the wood. If a little paint gets 
on the glass it can easily be scraped off with 
a razor blade once it's dry.

What Masking Won't Do

A WELL-MASKED room is one in which any
reasonably-likely mishap won't spell dis-

It is possible 
If you’re paint-

aster for finished surfaces.
REMEMBER, MASKING should save you time, not 
preoccupy you from the task at hand (painting 
or stripping). Masking doesn't take the place 
of neat work habits, either. No matter how 
well you mask, finishes are bound to be dam
aged if you work sloppily.

to get carried away, though, 
ing a baseboard, there's no need to mask the 
chandelier (unless you're especially clumsy).
YOU SHOULDN'T MASK window glass either (unless 
you're spray painting the window)j you want a

r—-

MASKING BEFORE STRIPPING
Photos courtesy of BIX 
Process Systems, Inc.

STRIPPING CHEMICALS and the dissolved paint they 
contain have complete disregard for kraft paper and 
masking tape. If you’re going to strip, you’d better 
prepare the floor before the sludge starts running down 
the wall. Here’s the procedure:r rt.r.

V. 1. Lay down a strip of two-inch-wide masking tape 
about one-quarter inch away from the shoe moulding. 
Unless it’s left down for a long time, masking tape usu
ally won’t damage the finish when it’s removed.

-W-i: rU'i =

2. Place aluminum tape (thinner, stickier, and more im
pervious than duct tape) over the masking tape. Butt 
the aluminum tape right up against the shoe moulding. 
Burnish the tape down forcefully. Aluminum tape will 
stick better than masking tape; solvents can’t soak 
through it or seep under the edges. However, it will 
likely remove some of the floor’s finish when you lift 
it — that’s why you put masking tape down first, so that 
any damage will be limited to the quarter inch nearest 
the baseboard.

7s
a',
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3. Put down standard polypropylene dropcioths. Tape 
the edge of the dropcioths up against the shoe moulding 
with duct tape.

T

)
4. Cut a width of particle board and lay it down at the 
edges of your dropcioths. Rip the particle board down 
to an 18-inch width; any wider and you may have 
difficulty reaching over the board without stepping on 
the slime you’ll collect. Duct-tape the board directly to 
the shoe moulding. Burnish the tape down hard. If you 
plan to strip the shoe moulding, worry about it later — 
after the majority of the stripping is completed.

FINALLY, spread generous quantities of newspapers 
over the particle board. The newspapers are totally 
sacrificial — throw them away as they get wet.a
THE IDEA is that your polypropylene dropcioths 
should never get dirty. All the efRuent should be 
captured on the newspaper, or at least not seep beyond 
the particle board. If nothing spills onto your drop- 
cloths, you can be sure that nothing is getting under 
them.

. f
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GLOSSARY OFHISTORICPAINTS salt, sugar, glue, alum, and oyster shells. 
("Treasury Department Whitewash," described in 
Dick's Encyclopedia Of Practical Receipts & 
Processes, included ground rice in the recT- 
pe.) yellow ochre, charcoal dust, or brick 
dust could be thrown in for color. Virtually 
the only interior paint used in America prior 
to 1700, whitewash remained popular for both 
interior and exterior painting after the 
introduction of oil-based paint. By the 19th 
century, its use had become more specialized, 
centering on fences and the exteriors of cot
tages, barns, and outbuildings. If you try to 
buy it in a store today, they'll just sell you 
a package of lime, which is fine — whitewash 
is still as easy to make and apply as it was 
200 years ago (see the March 1985 OHJ, p. 49).
DISTEMPER PAINTS were made with a water-
soluble adhesive or glue binder (and usually 
applied hot, as the glue thickened when cool). 
All the better animal glues were used, but 
isinglass, made frcxn the air bladders of stur
geon, was especially popular. Other common 
binding agents were egg white, vegetable gums, 
and casein. The base was a whiting such as 
chalk or clay. Although distemper could be 
tinted by a compatible pigment, 18th-century 
painters used it primarily as a primer. By 
the 19th century, however, it was a popular 
interior finish, especially for plastered 
surfaces. The roost frequently used distemper 
paints were calcimine and casein.

compiled by Cole Gagne
HIS GLOSSARY concentrates on American 
paint from the 18th century through the 
mid-19th century, when the most coromon 

paints were either oil- or water-based. What 
they had in common in those years past was the 
use of coloring pigments (a subject surveyed 
below). The paints would be mixed on-site; 
the painters' recipes — and results — varied 
with the quality, availability, and price of 
materials in different regions of the country.

T

OIL-BASED PAINTS
OPULAR FOR EXTERIORS because they resist
ed weathering, oil-based paints had three 
primary ingredients: oil, white lead, and 

coloring pigments. Two of the principal types 
of oils were infrequently used: Animal-fat or 
fish oil took a long time to dry and tended to 
turn rancid with prolonged exposure to air; 
mineral oil was used mostly as a varnish thin
ner. It was the vegetable oils which were 
most common; poppy seeds and walnuts had their 
enthusiasts as oil sources, but linseed oil, 
plentiful and inexpensive, was by far the most 
frequently used. White lead was required for 
almost every job facing an 18th-century paint
er: puttying, priming, base coat, top coat.
It retained its popularity throughout the 19th 
century (despite ccmipetition from zinc white).
SAND PAINT was a special variation on oil- 
based paints: While the applied paint was 
still wet, sand would be thrown into it or 
blown in with a bellows (or mixed in with the 
last coat of paint). The resulting texture 
created an effective illusion of stone. In 
1850, tastemaker A.J. Downing wrote, "Nothing 
is more offensive to the eye than an avowed 
union of wood and stone in the same building." 
If you had a stone or brick house, this was 
the green light to use sand paint on its wood
en architectural elements: decorative trim, 
door and window frames, the verandah or porch. 
(It was also commonly used on the cast-iron 
fences in front of city rowhouses.) Today's 
pre-mixed sand paints are hard to apply and 
don't really have the look of traditional sand 
paint. But you can still blow sand into wet 
paint — try using a glitter gun, available 
from mason's suppliers.

P

• Calcimine (or kalsomine) is the classic dis
temper paint: whiting, glue size, and water 
(maybe tinted with blue pigment). 
on ceilings and walls throughout the 19th 
tury, and was still being slapped on ceilings 
well into the 1930s (by the 20th century, a 
just-add-water-formula calcimine was commonly 
used). Nowadays homeowners seem more inter
ested in removing it than applying it — it 
creates peeling problems when latex paints 
applied over it — but the paint is still

Besides its soft sheen, 
calcimine is advantageous because you wash It 
off before repainting; paint need never build 
up on plaster details.

It was used
cen-

are
generally available.

• Milk Paints substituted skim milk for the 
water and binder, 
with rennet (an acid found in calves' stcxn- 
achs) to form casein. Casein paints became 
popular for 19th-century walls and woodwork 
(furniture too) because they were inexpensive, 
dried quickly, and — unlike oil-based paints 
— didn't smell bad.
paint, linseed (or poppy or nut) oil was added 
to improve its weathering strength. Coloring 
pigments, berry juice, and/or animal blood 
were frequently mixed in to tint the paint, 
making it popular, especially in rural areas, 
as a stencilling paint. Milk paint is commer
cially available today, or you can make your 
own (see the jan.-Feb. 1984 OHJ, p. 27).

The milk was often curdled

For use as an exterior

WATER-BASED PAINTS
HITEWASH was an inexpensive and pop
ular water-based paint used throughout 
the country. It’s essentially a liquid 

plaster made from slaked lime and water, but 
other materials were often added, including
W

- blood, milk, ber-THEIR ORGANIC MATERIALS 
ries — tend to make the early paints very
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GREEN was ordinarily made by mixing yellows 
and blues. The green pigments commonly avail
able were made from copper dissolved in nitric 
acid (green verditer) or corroded with acetic 
acid (verdigrise) . Terra verte was a natural 
blue-green ochre mined In Europe; its coarse 
texture restricted it to more common types of 
painting.
RED was available in many hues, and was espe
cially useful as a tinting or toning color. 
Ordinarily it was made with iron; iron ore or 
clay with a high iron content (bole); iron 
oxide (Indian red) , sometimes mixed with clay 
and silica (Red ochre) . Burnt sienna was just that, a pigment made by heating the Tron-and- 
manganese substance sienna. The iron-less 
realgar was an orange-red pigment made from 
sulphur and arsenic.
YELLOW was made fr<xn a variety of materi
als. Sulphur was commonly used, compounded 
with arsenic (king’s yellow) or mercury 
(queen* s yellow) . The cheap, durable yellow 
ochre was a pigment frcsn clay and hydrated 
ferric oxide. Raw sienna was an ochre used in 
oil (chiefly as a glazing color or stain) and 
distemper. Chrome yellow, massicot, and 
patent yellow were all lead-derived pigments. 
But for those who were into it, ground gall 
stones or the paste of evaporated bile yielded 
a golden yellow pigment.

hard to remove. Along with their permanent 
staining characteristics, they were thinner 
than modern versions, and so would soak into 
the substrate rather than simply form a film. 
Milk paint, for example, is a classic toughie 
to strip; Neither heat nor methylene chloride 
will phase it; ammonia gets out most of it, 
but a haze always remains unless you sand it 
away -- and the age along with it. That's the 
other factor which weighs against stripping 
these paints; They're often a primary charac
teristic of age, and add something unique to 
the patina of the woodwork or furniture on 
which they're found. Removing early paint 
frcxn an antique can irreversibly change its 
appearance and lower its value.

LIVING COLOR

I T SEEMS THAT ALMOST ANYTHING — animal, 
vegetable, or mineral -- that could impart 
color was used as a paint pigment at one 

time or another. Liquid dyes, derived prin
cipally from the first two categories, would 
be converted into a solid "lake pigment* which 
was added to the paint. Because they tended 
to become transparent when added to oil, they 
were commonly used in water-based distempers. 
The roots and trunks of trees yielded attrac
tive, bright dyes in red (Brazilwood, logwood) 
and yellow (fustic) , although many of these 
colors were fugitive and wouldn't stay bright; 
the yellows from buckthorn berries (Rhamnus 
infectorius) also were short-lived. More dur- 
able yellows came from turmeric and saffron; 
hardy red pigments such as carmine and madder 
lake were extracted from the bodies of dried 
insects. Most of the non-dye pigments were 
from mineral sources. (Unless otherwise 
noted, the examples below were used in oil- 
base paints.)
BLUE, a not-very-plentlful pigment, was 
prepared in several ways. Zaffre was made by 
grinding, washing, and roasting cobalt ore, 
and then adding pulverized flint. Smalt was 
zaffre fused into glass, cooled, and then 
pounded, washed, and dried; a coarse pigment, 
it was frequently strewn or thrown onto a 
paint base of white lead and clear oil, and 
then brushed into a uniform thickness with a 
feather. Hie popular Prussian blue, used in 
both oil and distemper, was made frcxn the pre
cipitate that resulted from combining prussic 
acid, copperas (ferrous sulfate), and alum.
The bright blue ultramarine was prepared from 
the semi-precious stone lapus lazuli, which 
was very hard to grind into the required fine 
powder; its high cost kept it from widespread 
use in house painting.
BROWN pigments were usually mined from the 
ground. Brown ochre was an iron oxide pigment 
that ranged in shades from brown to orange; 
Cologne earth, used in distemper and oil, was 
made from lignite, or brown coal. Bistre, 
however, was a pigment made from wood soot 
(and used only in distemper).

WHITE coloring in oil-based paints was ordi
narily obtained from their white-lead base; 
seme pigments were derived by heating shells 
into a powder (pearl white, oystershell 
white). Distemper paints similarly relied on 
their base whitings of clay or chalk (materi
als which tended to darken and lose their 
lustre if used in oil-based paints).
BLACK pigments were made from carbons 
derived from burning organic materials. (An 
exception is asphaltum, from natural asphalts, 
used principally as a glazing color.) Vine 
stalks, peach pits (blue black) , and wine lees 
(Frankfort black) were all thrown on the fire. 
Lamp black used the soot from burning resins 
or oils. Ivory black, from the burnt shavings 
of ivory or bone, was rather expensive, and 
its use as a house paint wasn't widespread — 
but at least it could double as "tooth powder, 
and to decolorize syrups and other liquids"

Although there are several suppliers of ‘milk’ paints, one firm 
which actually makes paint “using milk products and mineral 
fillers and pigments’’ is The Old-Fashioned Milk Paint Co., Box 
222H, Dept. OHJ, &oton, MA 01450. (617) 448-6336. Send 
$.60 (stamps OK) for a brochure and color card.
If you’re hunting down traditional calcimine paint, your best 
bet is Muraio Co., 148 Elast 5tb Street, Dept. OHJ, Bayonne, NJ 
07002. (201) 437-0770. Write them for the name of a distribu
tor, or order the calcimine through Johnson Paint Co., 355 
Newbury St., Dept. OHJ. Boston. MA 02115. (617)536-4838. 
(Their minimum order is 25 lbs. of powder, which makes 12 to 
15 quarts.)
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Uncovering
Decorative

Painting
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by Julia Lichtblau
with Darla M. Olson
ARCHITECTURAUART CONSERVATOR

“ATURB ABHORS A VACUUM and something in 
human nature abhors a bare expanse of 
wall. Along with eating, sleeping, and 

sex, the urge to paint decorations on walls 
must surely be one of mankind's most universal 
compulsions. From the earliest age, the sight 
of an unadorned wall — be it in a cave, a 
cathedral, a subway train, or the living room 
— makes us itch to fill it. Decorative wall 
paintings are found everywhere: in prehistoric 
caves in France, Spanish cathedrals, Tibetan 
monasteries, tiny roadside shrines in Italy, 
and on mud-walled mosques in dusty West 
African villages.

be a more-immutable part of your decor than 
you'd really care to have. But if you're game 
to proceed, there are several approaches to 
choose from:

N
• CLEANING & CONSERVATION: You need to clean 
exposed paintings and have the areas that have 
suffered paint loss "in-painted."
• STRIPPING & RECONSTRUCTION: Overpalntlng es
sentially destroys the paintings because they 
cannot be uncovered intact — once you've 
stripped the later paint, you'll have to docu
ment the remnants and reconstruct the images.
• DOCUMENTATION: Through color analysis, draw
ings, and photos, you can create a historical 
record to guide future restoration. Isolated 
areas can be uncovered and left out for view 
beneath a shield of glass or plexiglass.

AMERICANS tend to assume that "the good stuff" 
exists only abroad, even though we have a long 
history of exuberantly painting buildings with 
folk talismans, portraits, geometric patterns, 
scenes, and illusory architectural details. 
Much of this work has been damaged or des
troyed, but a substantial amount still sur
vives — sometimes visible, sometimes hidden 
by paint. If you own a pre-1920 house, espe
cially one built between 1850 and 1900, you 
may have treasures waiting to be uncovered.
THIS ARTICLE will help you identify the paint
ings you have, and enable you to make an 
informed decision about what to do with them. 
It outlines techniques for uncovering and re
storing decorative paintings, with an emphasis 
on paint removal and cleaning. The methods 
are those used by architectural-art conserva
tor Darla H. Olson — which puts some of them 
beyond the technical and artistic abilities of 
the amateur preservationist. But there's 
still a lot which you can do on your own, par
ticularly preliminary research and discovery. 
And if you do decide to revive your paintings, 
an understanding of these techniques will help 
you work intelligently with a conservator.

• COVERING UP: If restoration isn't feasible 
or desired, there are several ways you can 
protect and conceal paintings with drywall or 
panels. If the paintings are in good shape, 
they can be sealed with removable varnish and 
wallpaper. A drop ceiling could also be 
installed. (An architect can recommend an 
appropriate choice.)
BEFORE MAKING ANY DECISIONS, you may want to 
consult an architectural-painting conservator. 
(A college art history professor or museum 
conservator can also be helpful.)
Historic preservation Officer (SHPO) may be 
able to refer you to scxaeone. 
will examine the paintings (or the surfaces if 
they're covered), as well as any documentary 
evidence, and may remove a small area of over
painting .
condition of the paintings and estimate the 
documentation and restoration costs, 
sional advice is essential for determining the 
value of the paintings.

Your State
The conservator

Then he or she will evaluate the
Profes-

Options IN AN ARCHITECT-DIRECTED RESTORATION, the con
servator will probably locate the images and 
the areas of plaster damage on floor plans, 
interior elevations, and ceiling plans, 
there's significant plaster damage, an archi
tect or engineer should examine the structure; 
repairs must be done before anyone addresses 
the paintings.

HESB RESTORATION PROCESSES are time-con- 
suming, messy, and expensive. If there's

_ damaged plaster, special techniques must
be used to repair it without ruining the 
paintings. Also consider that decorated walls 
and ceilings can be overpowering — they could

T If
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Types Of Decorative Painting o
e-STENCILLING — A design created by applying the 

paint to the ^rface through a template. A different 
template is used for each color. The technique 
produces a hard-edged image and precise repetitions.
POUNCING — A method for transferring an image 
onto a surface for painting. First, a drawing is made 
on tracing paper and the lines are pricked with a 
pounce wheel, which resembles a tracing wheel. The 
drawing is positioned on the surface, dusted with 
chalk, and removed, leaving a dotted-line tracing of 
the original to be painted in.
FREEHAND PAINTING - Work done without a 
pattern.
FAKE WOOD GRAINING OH MARBLEIZING - 
Also called “faux bois” or “faux marbre.” Paint, 
glazes, and various methods of texturing are used to 
imitate wood or marble.
TROMPE L’OEIL — A painting technique that uses 
geometric perspective, light, and shadow to make 
painted images appear to be three-dimensional. Often 
used to simulate architectural details.
FRESCO PAINTING — Painting done on fresh, 
damp, lime plaster with water-based paints for which 
the lime acts as a binder. It is uncommon in the 
States, but the term is often used inconectly to mean 
decorative waU painting.
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This wall in Honolulu House showcases an array of 
decorative-painting techniques: stencilling, n\arbleizing, 

trompe I'oeil (the column is on illusion), <6 freehand painting.

Locating ImagesResearch
HE FIRST STEP In restoring your paintings 
is historical researchi if they're 
covered, to prove their existence and to 

locate them; if exposed, to learn when the 
paintings were done, by whom, and whether 
they're original or not. Documents describing 
local history and the history of the building 
(its function, original owner, etc.) may 
contain valuable data. Look for artists* or 
craftsmen's bills, letters, photographs, 
diaries, and newspaper articles in municipal 
or historical-society archives or in family 
records. For a big job (a mansion or public 
building), newspapers carried advertisements 
for “fresco artists.”

After researching documentary evidence, 
look in the building itself. If your 

k,.research has not revealed the locations 
of the paintings, explore areas where they 
were usually applied: above wainscotting, 
along cornice lines, in the corners and cen
ters of ceilings. Sometimes you can slide an 
X-acto blade underneath blistering paint and 
peel away small areas. You should also look 
under anachronistic features, such as drop 
ceilings or light fixtures — they may be 
hiding paintings.

T

OVERPAINTED IMAGES sometimes leave visible 
clues.
layers can cause dirt to cling to the surface 
along the underlying pattern, creating a dark 
"ghost image" of the paintings, which usually 
can be seen under normal light, 
paint thickness where a pattern has been 
applied over a field color can create a tiny 
ridge beneath the overpainting, 
seen under "raking light"; Standing two or 
three feet frcxa the surface, shine a reflec
tor-type light with a 300-watt bulb along the 
surface at an angle; the variations in the 
thicknesses may show up as shadows that trace 
the patterns.

Temperature differences in the paint
Elderly neigh-ASK AROUND YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD, 

bors may remember your paintings before they 
were painted over or before the colors were 
"modernized." 
ings sometimes exist in a given locale — you 
may be able to identify the artist who did 
your paintings by comparing the style with 
others nearby, 
encouraged such clusters: The newly wealthy 
often commissioned "dream houses" decorated in

The extra
Clusters of decorative paint-

This can be
Localized economic booms

the height of fashion, and in the mid- to late 
1800s, that meant decorative paintings.
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A PASTE-TYPE PAINT REMOVER is usually required 
to remove overpainting> but mechanical methods 
are worth trying if the paint is chippingf 
extremely thick, or flaking off. This usually 
occurs where layers are incompatible, such as 
oil paint over a glaze, in that case, you may 
be able to "pop" it by working a sharp chisel 
or Number 18 X-acto chisel blade under the 
cracks at a shallow angle — being careful not 
to scratch the substrate.

o
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YOU CAN ALSO CHIP OFF THE PAINT by holding the 
chisel to the surface and gently tapping it 
with a small tack hammer. If the paint is 
thin and loose, you may be able to remove it 
by firmly pressing strips of duct tape on the 
paint and peeling it off -- in rare instances, 
this may leave the underlying paintings in 
good enough condition to be cleaned and 
retouched. If the overpainting is distemper, 
brush it off gently with very fine steel wool 
or sandpaper, taking care not to abrade the 
layer you want to save, especially if it's 
also distemper.
WHERE PAINT REMOVER is required, the process 
is a delicate one of timing and control. The 
materials needed for Darla's methods arei
• clear, non-flammable, heavy, paste-type 
paint remover (follow the safety guidelines on 
the label)
• a razor-blade-type scraper
• leather gloves
• goggles or a face mask
• an old pot or coffee can fitted with a 
handle (an old trowel handle will do)
• a 2-l/2-by-2-in., natural-bristle brush 
(synthetic will melt)
• a container for scrapings
FIRST DETERMINE the number of paint layers and 
how long each takes to melt. Hold the can of 
remover up to the surface and slide a layer of 
paste smoothly onto the wall in one direction 
in a swooping motion, moving the can with the 
brush to catch drips. Make a 2-ft.-square 
test patch and time each layer. The first 
layer often bubbles right off; scrape it into 
a container and reapply remover.
STUDY THE REACTIONS of the layers and note the 
patterns that emerge, down to the plaster. If 
you have distemper paintings, they were prob
ably absorbed into the later oil and may leave 
only "ghost images” on the plaster or the 
first layer of overpainting. Darla says that 
once she's figured out the pattern In an area, 
she starts stripping a new one, "going down 
layer by layer, documenting as I go."
AS THE PAINTINGS Start to appear, each layer 
must be recorded before it's stripped away. 
Usually the highlight colors and gilding 
penetrate and become visible in that first, 
oldest layer of overpainting. Before docu
menting, make sure any traces of stripper are 
dry. Lay the acetate over the design and 
trace it, noting the areas of color on the 
pattern. Remove the acetate, reapply stripper 
to expose the body of the design, scrape, and 
document.

Above; The pounced pattern on the tracing is dusted with chalk, 
leaving an image (visible at right) to be painted in.
Below: Bruce Lanehait in-painta the pounced design.

i
THESE VESTIGIAL IMAGES should be documented 
before any paint is removed. Using duct tape, 
cover each repeat of the ghost pattern with 
sheets of S-mll acetate (available at art-sup- 
ply stores). Tape the edges of the acetate so 
they don't tear, and trace the outlines care
fully with acetate-marking pens.
DOCUMENT THE POSITION ON THE WALL of each part 
of the pattern as it's traced. Snap a 6-in. 
grid of chalk lines running the full height 
and width of the area to be documented, and 
identify them with numbers and letters like 
the locating grid on a map. Make correspond
ing marks on the acetate so it can be regis
tered over the original spot for further docu
mentation or re-creation. When large areas of 
paint are removed, leave the end points of the 
grid lines intact so they can be re-snapped, 
if necessary, to re-register the acetate.

Uncovering Paintings
OVERPAINTED IMAGES can seldom be resur

rected intact, especially if the paint 
layers are firmly bonded together. 

Therefore, as each layer is removed, the 
patterns must be documented and paint samples 
taken for eventual reproduction, 
of the trickiest processes and should 
definitely be left to a trained person.

MUCH DECORATIVE PAINTING consists of repeated 
and reversed patterns, so you don't have to 
keep on redocumenting the repeats as long as 
you've recorded where they begin, 
patterns have been traced and the colors 
noted, they should be redrawn on vellum.

This is one When the
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refined, and used to create stencils or pounce 
patterns for re-creating the paintings, 
sections have been destroyed, you may have to 
reinvent the design based on material appro
priate to the building’s period and style.

Where

Exposed Paintings
UST BECAUSE a painting is visible, that 
doesn't mean there's no work to be done.
You may have to clean it, fill in cracked 

plaster, and/or in-paint damaged areas of the 
design, paintings can be soiled from graffi
ti, repeated touching, old varnish, household 
dust, coal dust, and air pollution. Paint 
types and finishes determine which procedures 
and materials to use. But even in one build
ing, there's no stock procedure for a given 
surface because of differences in the type of 
soil, paint chemistry, temperature, and humid
ity. When cleaning decorative paintings, the 
rule of thumb is to start with the most innoc
uous method and work up to stronger ones.

J

A bad touch-up can be worse than no repair at all, aa you can lee 
from the peeling paint and unmatching colors in this photo.

• non-sudsy, clear ammonia or (in a pinch — 
this is very dangerous to use) stronger 
ammonia and water (a few drops to a cup)

DISTEMPER PAINTINGS cannot be cleaned with 
liquid, nor do they withstand abrasion well. 
Test for distemper by rubbing a small, incon
spicuous spot with a moistened finger — if 
color comes off, it's distemper. Following 
the principle of Most Innocuous First, begin 
by vacuuming the surface very lightly with a 
soft-bristle-brush attachment.

TEST IN 1-FT.-SQUARE PATCHES in different 
parts of the paintings. Patterned areas, 
field areas, and certain colors may all react 
differently — cleaning methods that work in 
one area may not work in others. Do as much 
as you can with the mildest method before 
going to the next.
THE PROCEDURE FOR EACH CLEANSER is basically 
the same. Prepare three containers: a bucket 
of solution for refills (except when using the 
stronger ammonia — a cupful is dangerous 
enough, to both the paintings and your lungs); 
a smaller container to work from; a third for 
rinse water. Always wear gloves and goggles 
(and for ceiling work, a face mask). Saturate 
a natural sponge or the finest grade steel 
wool in the solution, squeeze out the excess, 
and apply it gently (no scrubbing) to a 4- to 
6-in.-square area. Clean the wall from the 
bottom up, and wipe off drips immediately with 
a damp, clean sponge. Usually, matte surfaces 
have to be cleaned twice.

NEXT, in a 1-ft.-square test area, determine 
how embedded the soil is by gently rubbing the 
paintings with green Eberhard erasers or the 
dry-cleaning pads that architects use to clean 
drawings (little cloth bags filled with a 
slightly gritty powder that picks up dirt — 
available from art or drafting supply stores). 
As you work, keep checking the paintings for 
signs of abrasion. Repeat this procedure over 
the entire surface.
AS YOU CLEAN, you may find previous attempts 
to restore the paintings. If that overpaint- 
Ing was done badly or used incompatible paint, 
you'll probably need to scrape or strip those 
sections and in-paint with distemper.

Cleaning Matte-Oil Finishes IF SOIL is firmly bound into the paint, the 
last resort is a poultice of lime and plaster 
of parts (photo on the next page), 
in the plaster actually disintegrates a micro
scopic layer of paint that holds much of the 
soil.
the paintings.

The alkali
~ ~ATTE-OlL FINISHES ace also hard to clean 

because they're porous and absorb dirt 
_ easily. But they can be cleaned with 
liquids and are more resistant to abrasion 
than distemper, proceed as with distemper, 
starting with a soft brush or a vacuum 
cleaner, followed by dry-cleaning pads and 
erasers. Areas with complicated glazes, 
delicate brushwork, and metallic leafing are 
easily abraded and so require a light touch.
Do as much as possible using the dry method.
IF THESE TACTICS DON'T WORK, begin testing the 
following series of liquid cleansers ^ the 
order listed: * •
• vinegar and hot water (1 cup/1 gallon)
• Soilax and water (1 oz«/I gallon)
• Murphy's Oil Soap and water (as indicated on 
label)
• concentrated Soilax solution (1 tbsp. Soilax 
/I cup water)

M: It's very effective but can also strip

TO MAKE THE POULTICE, mix dry equal portions 
of regular plaster of paris and Ivoryclad Hy
drated Finishing Lime. Sift into a bucket of 
water until the water can't absorb anymore; 
stir until smooth. Using a small (1-1/2-in,- 
by-4-in.) finishing trowel, apply 1/8- to 1/4- 
in.-thick test patches, in 1-1/2-in. squares, 
on different areas of the paintings. Time the 
plaster's reaction periods — it usually takes 
around 45 to 60 minutes to lift the soil off 
the painting. But you must test each wall 
because plaster reacts differently on walls of 
different temperature and humidity (drying 
more slowly on an outside wall than an inside 
wall, for example). Don't leave it on beyond 
the tested time.
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AFTER TESTING reaction times, apply plaster in 
small sections along a moulding or pattern 
area, leaving slits for inserting a trowel to 
break off the plaster, plaster sets fast, so 
it*s best to do this with two or three people; 
one to mix small batches of plaster and one or 
two to apply it. When you remove the plaster, 
be careful not to gouge the paintings with the 
trowel. In dryer areas, the plaster may fall 
off by itself. When it does, the paintings 
will still look dirty, but they'll come clean 
when washed with hot water and vinegar. This 
process blanches the surface, but after clean
ing, plaster repair, and in-painting, the col
ors are varnished and become fully saturated 
again. This technique works best on busy pat
tern areas; the cracks between plaster patches 
leave unsightly lines of dirt on field areas.

Cleaning Glazed Oil Paintings
— LAZED OIL PAINTINGS are coated with

varnish that may have yellowed over the
__ years and become impregnated with soil.

When cleaning them, you want to loosen the 
dirty layer with a solvent — totally strip
ping the varnish removes the patina with it.
TRY THESE SOLVENTS in the order listed:
• pure mineral spirits (paint thinner)
• acetone and paint thinner (3/2)
• denatured alcohol and water (1/1)
• denatured alcohol, turpentine, and acetone 
(5/3/1/)

GA plaster poultice is used to rescue the trompe I'oeil frieze bor- 
in one room of Connecticut’s Lockwood-Matthews Mansion 

(Richard Bei^ann, Restoration Architect). Louiae Stoltz it ap- 
plying the poultice. (Note the already-cleaned section of border 
to her right.)

MIX EACH SOLUTION in a gallon can or jar, but 
work frcHn a tuna can. Apply solvents with 
non-sterile household cotton. Soak a small 
wad of cotton in the solvent and wring out the 
excess. Working in 4- to 6-in. squares, rub 
the varnish in a circular motion. Keep turn
ing the cotton inside out to get a clean sur
face, and check it frequently for color — a 
sign that the varnish has been stripped. The 
solvents will blanch the paintings, but this 
disappears once fresh varnish is applied.
CAUTION: These solvents are volatile, flamma
ble, and toxic. Make sure the space is well 
ventilated, Darla recommends wearing goggles, 
a toxic-fumes respirator, and two pairs of 
rubber gloves. The discarded cotton is a real 
fire hazard (spontaneous combustion); throw it 
in a covered container and remove it immedi
ately to the outdoors after each work session.

Daria Olson renwTes the poultice — the surface seems as dirty as 
before, but.. .

Surface Preparation
IP YOU'RE VERY FORTUNATE, your newly cleaned 

paintings will need only light touch-ups and 
a coat of protective varnish. Even so, 

there will probably be small cracks in the 
plaster, 1/32 to 1/16 inch wide (wider ones 
are repaired before cleaning). These should 
be scraped out, filled, and 
in-painted to match. (Hair
line cracks don't need fill
ing.) Widen them a little by 
inserting a tl8 X-acto chisel 
blade into the crack and tap
ping it lightly with a tack 
hammer. Rake out the loose
plaster underneath with the the blade or the 
point of a can opener, slightly undercutting 
the crack in an inverted "V."

UMPCRCur CRACK 
JUgFftiCE CRACK-)

... as Darla washes down the area with a hot-water-and-vinegar 
solution, the frieze returns to elegant life.
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USING A STANDARD MIX of slaked lime and plas
ter, fill in and smooth the crack following 
traditional plastering techniques. Take care 
not to let plaster sit on the adjacent paint
ings. Let it dry for several weeks. Test for 
dryness by striking a wooden match on the 
plaster — if it's too damp, the match won't 
light. The plaster will shrink slightly, to 
about the depth of a paint layer. Level it 
with a thin layer of drywall compound applied 
with a palette knife; allow to dry overnight; 
and sand lightly without scratching the 
adjacent paintings.

I8
3

8

In-Painting
EFORE IN-PAINTING, paint the plaster with 
a penetrating oil-based primer/sealer that 
accepts acrylic emulsion. (Acrylics are 

preferable to oils for in-painting oil paint
ings because the colors are stable.) first, 
test the primer for adhesion by sticking a 
layer of duct tape to it and peeling it off 
after one hour. If more than a few flakes 
come off with it, the primer hasn't penetrated 
and must be stripped; the plaster may be wet, 
dirty, or greasy.

B

Dirty gUze u removed from a decorative painting in Michigan’s 
Honolulu House (Hasbrouck Hunderman, Restoration Arch.).ONCE THE PAINTINGS ARE CLEANED, the colors can 

be matched. Always match colors under natural 
light or 3400-K photographic floodlights.
Match a swatch of dry varnished acrylic 
emulsion to an area of dry varnished original. 
Determining the original colors of oil paint 
can be difficult, because they darken consid
erably when covered for long periods. Before 
Hatching, try bringing them back to their 
original brightness by exposing them to 
ultraviolet light from the sun or a UV lamp.
DISTEMPER COLORS that have been overpainted 
are difficult to restore accurately, because 
they'll have been distorted by the overlying 
paint's moisture — and usually will have ab
sorbed some of Its color, too. But it's often 
possible to find little pockets of fresh color 
which are locked into porous areas of plaster. 
Once examined under a microscope, they can be 
matched easily. if the distemper wasn't over
painted, you can scrape away a patch of its 
surface to reveal a fresher color.

The surface has been cleaned, the bad overpainting removed, 
and the plaster patched. Now the in>painting can begin.

the overpainting, 
microscopic analysis, paint removal, and an 
artist's intuition.”

SAMPLES OP FRESH COLOR should be preserved as 
a permanent record of the original condition 
of the paintings; match them with Munsell Sys
tem colors, and code them accordingly. The 
Munsell Color system is a universal system for 
documenting color; it's used by artists, 
architects, conservators, printers, and others 
who need a fixed, non-subjective color-refer
ence system. Getting an exact match may be 
difficult, but a close Munsell match is still 
the best reference for recording purposes.
SAYS DARLA, "Color is difficult to determine 
because it is the nature of materials to con
stantly change. Realistically, the best you 
can do is create a very close interpretation. 
It is important not to rely exclusively on 
microscopic analysis to determine the original 
color scheme. You need to understand the art
ist's color concept to replicate what he did. 
Perhaps he used a cheaper color to cover a 
large area, saving the expensive color for the 
final coat. Or maybe he painted an undercoat 
of one color to give a certain character to

It takes a combination of

AFTER DETERMINING the color scheme, the base 
or field coat is applied. The pattern is 
registered and transferred to the plaster; 
missing sections of the design are in-painted. 
With oil paintings, the final touch Is to take 
a wide, soft brush and varnish with two coats 
of matte Soluvar (never polyurethane!), thin
ned with an equal part of mineral spirits. Mi

New York*based vchitectural-art conservator Darla M. Olson 
has restored painted interiors throughout the U.S. Her projects 
include Wheeiev Opera House (Aspen, Colo.), Ebenezer Maxwell 
House (Philadelphia, Pa.), Lockwood-Matthews Mansion (Nor
walk, Conn.), South Church (Nantucket, Mass.). Her work has 
been featur^ in the New York Times, Architectural Record, 
and other periodicals.
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NEVERTHELESS PAINT IS mentioned, albeit sub-FTWFTF^lSOl and 1916, a man E^l Gustav Stickley tly, in many of his essays and descriptions. 
Its use was limited -- but could be dramatic.published a magazine entitled The
as in the murals that filled CraftsmanIn it he promoted aCraftsman.
friezes, or the earthy color schemes Stickleyvision of how people should live:
and friends advise.close to nature, untroubled by the

frivolous trappings of commercial 
society, in houses made of natural materials 
and filled with handmade goods. Through house 
plans and articles on decorating, Stickley ri
gidly defined what should and shouldn't be in 
the ideal home. He was a tyrannical arbiter 
of taste; even so, his popularity was enor
mous. Craftsman philosophy and design af
fected almost every home built from the turn 
of the century through the 1920s. This arti
cle deals with some of Stickley's suggestions 
(more like commands) regarding painting.

A WORD ON THE EXTERIOR
CRAFTSMAN HOUSES MADE of rough Stone and 
weathered shingles left little room for paint. 
Stucco could sometimes be "tinted"; it's not 
clear whether Stickley means with stain or 
paint, "brushed on irregularly, giving a gen
eral tone of green that yet is not a smooth 
color." Shutters, too, could be painted, 
sometimes in a different color on each storey 
of the house. Beams that decorated the exte
rior of a shingled house (see illustration, 
facing page) could be highlighted with cream- 
colored paint; this was not dishonest, in 
Stickley's view, because it served to accent 
the underlying structure.
PAINT WAS ALSO THE BEST option for coloring 
roof shingles deep red; in this case, Stickley 
says, stains are insufficient. And white 
paint appears on the classical posts that fre
quently support Craftsman porches or pergolas. 
This was rationalized as a way to emphasize 
the dark, natural woodwork behind the posts.

STICKLEY HADE FEW compromises applying his 
philosophy, and using paint usually wasn't one 
of them.
concealed the true nature of the material un
derneath .
ing the word, using "tint" or "tone"

He considered paint an artifice that

It seems he had trouble even utter-
instead.

AND ON THE INTERIOR
STICKLEY LAID DOWN several strict decorating 
commandments. One: Never paint woodwork, lest 
its "friendliness" be destroyed by scwne "for
eign color." Two: Bring art and nature into 
the home, especially In the form of stencils 
and murals. "Let us call in the artist, bid 
him leave his easel pictures, and paint on our 
walls and over the chimney corner landscapes 
and scenes ... which shall speak of nature 

shall become part of the room," And 
three: Don't succumb to the vagaries of fa
shion. "Let us have rooms which once deco-Thts simple bedroom, designed for a bungalow, has intenttonally 

mottled plaster framed by dark timbers.
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rated are always decorated...." The goal was 
to create a retreat, where the artwork was 
permanent and would newer need "updating."
STICKLEY'S APPROACH to decorating was holis
tic, and began with the woodwork. To keep the 
decor hamionious, the plentiful woodwork had 
to determine the color scheme, simply because 
there was so much of it (wainscotting, built- 
in furniture, grilles, etcetera), and also be
cause of its near-religious significance in 
Craftsman philosophy. Por example, if the 
woodwork were oak (stickley was fond of this 
material because it ages well, which suits a 
house that will be decorated only once), it 
should be finished in a "rich nut-brown," 
which gives a "mellow sunny effect to the 
whole decorative scheme." Above that the 
plaster frieze would be done in a "warm tawny 
yellow," and from there the rest of the 
house's decorating scheme would follow.
OTHER PLASTER COLOR options included muted 
shades such as "dull green," gray, or biscuit, 
on rough- or sand-finished surfaces. The sug
gested method for applying these tones was to 
either leave the plaster in its natural state 
of gray {recommended almost invariably for 
ceilings), or treat it "with a coat of shellac 
or wax that carries the color desired," or 
"color" the surface (still no mention of the 
word paint) while it is still wet, "with a 
Large flat brush, a process which incorporates 
the color in the plaster and gives it an 
agreeable texture, by reason of the markings 
make (sic) by the brush; the result being a 
beautiful tint of the color employed, free 
from the painty look so often seen in colored 
walls, and making the observer question the 
material." (of course most homeowners won’t have an opportunity to paint 

the plaster while it's fresh, 
unless you're replastering.
Take comfort in knowing that, 
then as now, color was un
doubtedly more often applied 
to dry plaster.) A mottled 
effect was intentional. The 
Craftsman ideal when finishing 
either wood or plaster was to 
have them look exactly like 
what they were.

Two permissible uses 
of paint on Crafts
man house exteriors 

decorativewere
beams (above — a 
cream accent was 
recommended), and 
classically-inspired 
porch posts (rieht), 
painted pure wnite.

WHEN IT CAME TO PAINTING 
friezes, the Craftsjnanite had 
freer reign. 
rals ranged in scope from 
repeating bands of simple, 
geometric, stylized flowers, 
to elaborate forest panoramas. 
Natural forms invariably pro
vided the subject matter.

Stencils and mu-

ACCESSORIES PLAYED a central 
role in The Craftsman's uni
fied decorative schemes. 
Everything had to be coordi
nated: Rugs and curtains, for 
instance, repeated the pat
terns of the stained glass or 
of the stencils; these were 
pieces designed for the indi
vidual house and meant to re
main there. 
tones could be based on one 
Japanese print (in harmony 
with the woodwork, of course).

A whole room's
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There’s clearly little
need for paint Iictc: 
Woodwork is natu
ral. walls are covered
in grasscloth or col
ored plaster, and the
ceiling is unpainted 
plaster. The one use 
of paint — the mural 
in the frieze — steals
the show.

hearth of dark red brick, woodwork fumed to a 
rich brown, walls tinted a "pale, sappy 
green," and the leather of the built-in seats 
and bookcase dyed a pale golden yellow. The 
floors were yellow, and the ceiling, of 
course, the gray of plaster. An open mesh 
linen hanging enlivened the "somewhat quiet 
scheme of color," a piece designed especially 
for this room. A Donegal rug and bookcase 
curtains repeated the main colors of the room; 
they too were intended to be permanent. Pic
tures on the walls were avoided, considered 
"superfluous and discordant."
THE HALLWAY "calls for a cheerful treatment 
that shall give a presage of the hospitality 
to be found beyond." Golden tones, "from a 
full dark orange to a pale lemon yellow," pre
vailed. and would be "contrasted at the ex
treme end of the hall by some object of pot
tery, or a fabric of a dull violet." The only 
other decorations were Japanese prints framed 
in dull ebony, “of a good period and by ap
proved masters, hung at irregular 
intervals and heights."

Or a single choice "object" could balance a 
color scheme: if it "presents, by way of foil, 
its own complementary color," it prevents a 
room from beccHtiing "dead and uninteresting."

WHOLE FIRST FLOOR was meant to 
be coordinated -- something 

else to keep in mind when choosing 
paint colors and placement, 
in Stickley's plans, halls and liv
ing and dining areas flow into one 
Ideally the three areas would have

HE
Often

another.
the same kind of woodwork, and in them the de
corator would "treat the upper walls ... 
alike, as the object is to give a sense of 
space, dignity, and restfulness to the part of 
the house that is most lived in."

THE LIVING ROOM AND HALLWAY
THE CRAFTSMAN DESCRIBED in detail one exem
plary home. Its living room had a fireplace 
tiled in blue-green tiles of varying shade, a

THE DINING ROOMIS "THE DINING ROOM, being used [only] at special periods, admits 
of a trifle stronger and more 
brilliant treatment. 
walls are a strong golden yellow, 
the ceiling the gray of the plas
ter, and the woodwork a rich olive 
green" [ed.'s note: this is prob
ably stain and not paint] ; "the 
visible wall in the alcove for the

Here, the1

i_
Though he told readers never to paint woodwork. Stickley was 
not unwilling to compromise on the bedroom walls.
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Checklist for Paintings
g. Staining frcKn knots, 
water, rust, etc.
h. Faded color

2. Open joints — unsightly 
on the interior, and destruc
tive on your building's exte
rior (permit water to enter)

Although levels of skill vary, everyone has some
sense of how to paint. A novice painter can apply 

smooth, lasting finish on a well-prepared sur- but even the most experienced painter can'^do a 
job on an inadequately-prepared one. Surface 

preparation is 90% of the job.
face.
goo

C. look for underlying 
problems and miscellaneous
REPAIRS.

THIS CHECKLIST IS a guide to good preparation. An 
experienced restorer may find much of this list to be 
second-nature, by now. But no matter how many times 
you've prepared surfaces for painting, it helps to 
have a list of all the considerations involved — just 
to make sure you didn't overlook anything. If you're 
going to hire a contractor to do the job, this will 
enable you to discuss the job. What we're presenting 
here is essentially a set of job specifications, 
written in layman's language.

1. Moisture problems —
a. Rising damp
b. Leaking roof or gutters
c. Deteriorated flashing
d. Mold or mildew
e. Plumbing leaks

2. Carpentry repairs —
a. Doors and windows in 
proper working order
b. Miscellaneous carpentry 
(damaged or missing compo
nents, open joints, etc.)

by Jonathan Poore & Bill O'Donnell

easy to match the color and 
just touch-up where needed.

3. It would be more appro
priate to strip the surface of 
existing paint. For example, 
hardwood trim with insensitive 
layers of paint, masonry that 
has only a few flecks of paint 
remaining, etc.

L Inspection II. Planning
DON'T RUSH into a major proj
ect; look the job over care
fully. A close inspection 
helps you decide whether to do 
the job yourself or hire it 
out, how long the job will 
take, and how much it will 
cost.

YOUR INSPECTION may have shown 
that painting should be post
poned until repairs or recon
struction are completed, 
devise a realistic plan, con
sidering such things as:

Now,

B. CONSIDER REPAINTING THE 
SURFACE (AFTER REPAIRS ARB 
MADE) WHEN YOU FIND: A. TIMELINE;A. DON'T COMPLETELY REPAINT 

WHEN: 1. Paint failure —
a. Flaking and peeling
b. Intercoat peeling
c. Cracking and 
alligatoring
d. Efflorescence
e. Chalking and streaking 
(check for interior 
calcimine)
f. Thick buildup that 
obscures detail

1. If repairs and prepara
tion are extensive, plan to do 
the %fork in phases. Will you 
do all the preparation, then 
all the painting? Or will you 
work on one room (or one side 
of the exterior) from start to 
finish? Determine logical 
breaks.

2* Do not leave any exterior 
surfaces bare — prime even if 
finish painting has to wait.

3. If work will be contract
ed out, determine order so 
that tradespeople don't con
flict. (The electricians 
should finish before the plas
terers begin, for example.)

1, The existing paint is 
intact, but dirty. A thorough 
cleaning will freshen its 
appearance without adding 
unnecessary paint layers.

2. Cleaning and minor touch- 
ups will revive the finish.
If the paint hasn't faded sig
nificantly, it will be fairly

B. FINISH SYSTEM. WILL YOU 
USB:

1. Paint? 
remove previous coatings if 
sound.

2. Stain? (semi-transparent 
or opaque) — Previous paint 
layers must be totally 
removed.

No need to

Paint applied over obvious problems will fail again - unless inspection 
reveals tnc cause to be corrected first.
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3. Canvas or wallcoverings? 
Surface must be sound, but 

Consider
3. Wrap remaining hardware 

and fixtures with kraft paper 
or plastic and tape securely.

4. Mask small pieces of 
hardware (like door hinges) 
with masking tape.

5. Protect adjacent surfaces 
not to be painted as needed. 
(See "Masking Before Paint' 
ing," page 175.)
6. Cover nearby shrubs only 

as long as required.
7. Take additional care when 

masking area where paint will 
be mixed and poured.

3. Mold and Mildew — Use 
50/50 mixture of bleach and 
warm water to kill fungi. 
Scrub the areas with a scrub 
brush and water (a little TSP 
— tri-sodium phosphate -- 
speeds the cleanup). 
mine cause of excess moisture 
and remedy as required to 
prevent recurrence.

4. Grease

needn't be perfect, 
time and skill necessary to 
install wallcovering.

Deter-
C. ACCESS TO JOB. WILL YOU 
NEED:

1. Step ladder or extension 
ladders?

2. Ladder jacks?
3. Scaffolding?

Scrub with 
detergent and warm water, 
stain is stubborn (like cray
on) , cover with pigmented 
shellac before painting.

5. Oily residues on new 
galvanized metal — Scrub off 
with TSP and water.
6. Efflorescence

If

D. EX)-IT-YOURSELF VS. HIRING.
C. CLEAN IT FIRST. CLEANING 
SURFACE IMPROVES PAINT 
ADHESION. PROCEDURE FOR:

1. With what you know of 
scope of job, is it feasible 
to do it yourself?

2. If budget is low, you may 
have thought it would be 
cheaper to do the work your
self. But if work requires 
special tools/materials that 
you don't own, cost of these 
objects must be factored in.

3. Consider dividing job 
into d-i-y and contracted 
phases. Doing some phase of 
work yourself may save money 
or assure you of painstaking 
work where it counts.

4. Don’t forget! "Time is 
money.too. If you're not as well 
equipped or experienced as a 
contractor, it will likely 
take you much longer to do the 
same amount of work. Mistakes 
are expensive on large 
projects,

Wire-
brush masonry to remove salts 
and loose paint, 
moisture problem before 
repainting.

Correct
1, Dirt — Vacuum and wipe 

down with clear water on in
terior surfaces, 
pressure water stream on the 
exterior — pay careful atten
tion to protected areas where 
rainwater doesn't cleanse. 
Stubborn areas may require 
mild detergent or ammonia 
added to wash water, 
with clear water, 
detergent on bare wood — it 
may get trapped in open pores 
and interfere with paint 
adhesion.

2. Chalking — Scrub with 
mild detergent and a stiff- 
bristle brush, 
cleaning" and low-quality 
paints to prevent recurrence. 
For interior chalking, check 
for presence of calcimine 
paint. Wash clean if detected.

Use a low-

D. SCRAPE AND/OR STRIP:
1. Flaking, peeling or blis

tering paint. Scrape down to 
sound substrate, determine 
cause of failure, and remedy 
moisture conditions. Prime 
bare wood before repainting. 
Solve exterior moisture prob
lems (leaky gutters, etc.). 
Exterior peeling or blistering 
may be caused by water migrat
ing from interior, ventilate 
high-humidity areas (kitchens 
and baths), and install a 
vapor barrier. Severe exte
rior paint buildup aggravates 
problem — strip excessive 
paint layers.

Rinse
Don't use

Your time has value,

Avoid "self-

IIL Setting Up

EITHER YOU or the contractor 
should first:

A. REMOVE ALL OBSTRUCTIONS:
1. Furnishings
2. Easily dismantled 

hardware or trim (light fix
tures, wall plates, shutters, 
etc.)

3. Trim trees and shrubs so 
that they don’t contact build
ing. Tie back untrimmed veg
etation for easy access and 
safety.

4. Remove vines and aban
doned utility wires from the 
exterior. (Be sure the 
utility wires are in fact 
abandoned.)

B. PROTECT AND MASK:
1. Cover floors with kraft 

paper and/or dropcloths.
2. Cover pavement and ground 

with dropcloths.
Here, alligatored paint has failed down to bare wood, exposing the 
clapboard to wculhering.
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b. Formula for bare, weath
ered wood: Mixture of 
boiled linseed oil and 
paint thinner brushed on in 
two or three applications 
(allow 24 hours between 
coats). days and prime with oil/ 
alkyd sealer.
c. A WR (water repellent) 
or WRP (water repellent 
preservative) can be ap
plied to bare, weathered 
wood on horizontal sur
faces. (Sand before appli
cation .) 
thoroughly, and use compat
ible primer.
d. Rotted wood should be 
replaced with standard 
carpentry repairs. 
rot or weathering can be 
consolidated and/or filled 
with exterior epoxies.

2. Excessive paint buildup 
that obscures architectural 
detail or shows signs of alli- 
gatoring. Adding another coat 
of paint to an alligatored 
surface will only compound the 
problem. Strip the existing 
paint, prime, and repaint.

F. REPAIRS:
1. Repair windows and doors 

so they are fully functional. 
Allow enough clearance between 
moving parts for paint-film 
thic)(ness. 
areas of excessive buildup. 
Prime exposed wood on sash 
before reglazing.

2. Consolidate, patch, or 
replace all rotted or missing 
wood.
wood before installing new 
parts.

3* Back-prime all new gal
vanized sheet metal patches 
before installing.

4. Allow a minimum of 30 
days before painting newly 
repointed or refaced masonry. 
Neutralize with dilute muri
atic acid before painting.

5. Allow a minimum of 30 
days before painting new plas- 
terwork.
ing materials (like joint 
ccxnpound) may be painted 
immediately.

Let dry for threeSelectively strip

E. REMOVE UNNECESSARY LAYERS:

1. Wallpaper should be re
moved before painting (espe
cially with latex; water-based 
paint will loosen bond to 
wall). Vinyl wallcoverings 
can usually be pulled off.
Host paper wallcoverings will 
succumb to hot water. Stub
born ones may require steam
ing. Itioroughly rinse size 
and paste residue, and prime 
with an oil/alkyd sealer or 
pigmented shellac before 
painting with latex.

2. Tapes, stickers and mis
cellaneous adhesives. Host 
are water-soluble and come off 
much like wallpaper. For 
others, test with mineral 
spirits or acetone. Acetone 
works well on bubble-gum.

3. Roofing tar will bleed 
through new finish and cause 
wrinkling and crazing of new 
coating. Scrape off as much 
as possible. Dry ice will 
embrittle it, making it easier 
to knock off. Scrub residue 
with mineral spirits.

Back-prime all exposed

Allow to dry

Minor

Non-alkaline patch-

G. SANDING, PILLING, AND 
CAULKING:

1. Sand all glossy surfaces 
before painting, 
where a fine finish is impor
tant or dust is objectionable.
2. prepare severely weath

ered wood before painting.
a. Sand weathered wood.

Wet-sand Inspection just mi^ht reveal c)ic need for 
repairs that take precedence over painting.

3. Sand (feather) pocked 
areas where failed paint has 
been removed.

4. Knock bumps and pimples 
off plaster or existing finish 
with sharp paint scraper,

5. Remove all sanding dust 
and residue before painting.
6. Fill all open knots and 

nail holes (rigid fillers may 
be used only in masonry and 
plaster).

7. Exterior caulking:
a. Caulk all cracks and 
joints where there is po
tential water penetration.
b. Pack all joints wider 
than 1/4 inch with backer 
rods before caulking.
c. Seal with paintable 
urethane caulk after 
priming.
d. Apply silicone caulks 
after application of finish 
coats — choose appropriate 
tint.
e. Leave joints in protect
ed areas open for ventila
tion of cavity wall (e.g., 
under clapboards).
8. Interior caulking:
a. Caulk with paintable 
urethane or acrylic latex 
caulk after priming.
b. Caulk all open joints — 
especially around windows, 
doors, and other through- 
wall fittings which allow 
air infiltration.

Weathering is worst on exposed horizontal surfaces. This rail must be scraped, 
treated with a water repellent, and primed before painting.
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IV. Application being changed (say, oil to 
latex), prime all surfaces.
Use same brand of paint for 
primer and top coat(s),

3. Seal knots, water stains, 
and greasy or waxy stains with 
pigmented shellac (inside) or 
exterior-grade knot sealer 
before priming.

4. All surfaces previously 
covered with wall coverings, 
calcimine, or other water- 
soluble material must be 
primed with alkyd primer or 
pigmented shellac.

c. Additional trim
d. Doors (same as above)

A. TOOLS: D. TOUCH-UPS:
1. Brushes The most 1. Selective touch-ups may 

be used instead of ccxnplete 
recoating when coverage is 
thin in some areas.

2. Large, flat interior 
surfaces with a semi-gloss or 
gloss finish cannot be touched 
up without becoming conspic-

recoat.

versatile paint-application 
tools. Buy high-quality 
brushes suited to the job. 
(See "Paintbrushes," page 
171.) Use a paintbrush for:

a. Trim, windows, and 
doors
b. Corners and edges
c. Clapboards
d. Cutting in to adjacent 
surfaces

uous

c. FINISH COAT(S)t
V. Cleanup1. Apply only one finish 

coat if paint buildup is a 
problem.

2. Selectively apply two 
finish coats to exterior sur
faces where severe weathering 
is a problem.

3. Apply one finish coat to 
well-prepared interior sur
faces unless coverage is a 
problem (as when going from a 
dark to light color).

4. Interior painting 
sequence:

a. Ceiling
b. Walls
c. Windows (scrape old
paint from glass before
painting.

(1) Hating surfaces of
meeting rail
(2) Muntins
(3) Sash
(4) Jamb
(5) Trim

d. Doors
(1) Panel mouldings
(2) Panels
(3) Rails and stiles

e. Baseboard and miscella
neous trim

5. Exterior painting 
sequence:

a. Body (starting at top)
b. Windows (same as above)

A. CLEANUP:
1. Clean all painting tools 

immediately with appropriate 
solvent.

2. Unmask immediately after 
paint is dry to prevent dam
aging surfaces with tape.

3. Clean tape residue with 
mineral spirits or acetone.

4. Remove drips and splat
ters before they harden.

Seal and label leftover 
paint (especially custom 
colors) for future touch-ups.

?

!
I

2. Rollers Best for 
covering a broad, flat area. 
Rollers produce a consistant 
textured finish, but this is 
not objectionable to most.
Use a roller for:

a. Ceilings and walls
b. Brick, stucco, and other 
masonry (use a long nap 
roller)

3. Sprayers — Fastest and 
best method for areas where 
brushing is likely to cause 
dripping and pooling. Spray
ers should not be used for

B. MAINTENANCE:
1. Inspect exterior annual

ly. Look for moisture prob
lems, clogged gutters, over
grown vegetation, etc.

2. Clean exterior annually, 
paying special attention to 
protected areas that collect 
dirt. Kill mold and mildew as 
soon as it appears.

3. Wash interior finishes as 
required- On flat-finish 
surfaces, vacuum rather than 
wash. (Washing may smear dirt 
into finish.)

applying primer (the primer 
won't penetrate or adhere as 
well as it would with brushing 
or rolling). Consider using a 
sprayer for:

a. Turnings or balusters
b. Elaborate trim
c. Radiators
d. Shutters
e. single finish-coat ap
plication over a large area
(there's only one cleanup)

4. Foam pads — Nearly use
less for all but the thinnest 
(most fluid) coatings. We 
have found them useful for 
applying penetrating-oil fin
ishes (the oil runs out of a 
brush too fast).

B. PRIMING AND SEALING:
1. Spot-prime all bare wood, 

metal, and masonry before 
caulking and applying top 
coat(s).

2. When paint system is Oty.painting in
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what Color Should I Paint My House?
Century Of Color
Has The Answer!

//

Our subscribers are always writing us for advice on which exte
rior-paint scheme would be most appropriate for their old house. 
If this question is on your mind, the first thing you should do is 
consult Century Of Color by Dr. Roger Moss — the most com
prehensive and practical guide available to authentic, historically 
accurate, exterior paint colors. This book is a unique documen
tary history that covers a full century - from 1820 to 1920- 
of American architectural styles and their exterior coloration.

Dr. Moss, noted architectural historian and executive director of 
The Athenaeum of Philadelphia, balances his clear, readable 
text with 100 full-color, period illustrations of the houses. The 
plates show ‘plain’ Victorian and vernacular Classic houses, as 
well as the expected showcase homes. The color combinations 
emphasize the rich character & detailing of the house designs. 
Dr. Moss describes and analyzes each plate, sometimes even in
corporating the language of the times. (The plates are rare, his
toric documents drawn from the archives of the-Athenaeum.)

But Century Of Color includes other unique sources of informa
tion. The book has ‘Affinity Charts’ that detail 200 color com
binations which are historically accurate — and diverse enough 
to appeal to everyone’s taste. It also features a large color-chip 
card representing 40 colors that can be matched to modern cus
tom paint colors, as well as a guide to the selection and place
ment of colors.

to 57 colors found on original, 19th-century paint-chip cards; 
and a bibliography of published sources.

Century Of Color is an 8V2-X-11-inch softcover, 108 pages long; 
it’s available for only $15.50. To gel your copy, just check th 
box on the Order Form, or send your check or money order to.

The Old-House Bookshop 
69A Seventh Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11217

This invaluable guide also comes with an extensive essay on ex
terior decoration; a glossary of Victorian architectural parts; a 
microscopic analysis and Munsel! color-coding reference guide



Restoration Products
ReFiewed by Larry Jones :

PAINTING TOOLS & SERVICES
Oval & Round Brushes American Brush Co. Historic-Paint Research

Itie American Brush Company o£ 
Claremont, New Hampshire, is 
one o£ the nation's largest 
makers of paintbrushes. They 
produce a variety of profes
sional and consumer paint
brushes in five catagories:
Pro Edge, Worksaver, Timesav- 
er, Odd jobbers, and One Tim
ers. Their Pro Edge brushes 
are hand-crafted with a choice 
of 100% Chinese double-boiled 
bristles, 100% tapered Tynex 
nylon filaments, or a blend of 
tapered Tynex nylon and taper
ed polyester filaments, itie 
bristles are epoxy set with 
nickel ferrules, hand-formed 
chisel edges, sanded European 
hardwood handles, and uniform 
taper.

Interesting facts about the 
history of every old house are 
recorded in its paint layers 
— rich and varied paint-color 
schemes, fine varnishing, raar- 
bleizing, wood graining, deco
rative stencils, and even mu
rals could be buried under the 
coats of paint on your old 
house.

We first discovered Epifanes' 
outstanding line of Omega 
brushes at a wooden-boat show. 
These traditionally designed 
Italian brushes are made from 
natural, 100% black China 
bristle (each hair is split to 
produce the greatest 
softness).
hand set in vulcanized hard 
rubber, a process most brush 
manufacturers abandoned long 
ago for quicker and cheaper 
methods. 
the longest possible brush 
life with minimal Loss of 
bristles.

All Epifanes brushes come 
with quality, nickel-plated 
ferrules securely fastened to 
beautifully made, traditional 
hardwood handles.

One of the best people 
for helping you uncover some 
of these mysteries is hlstor- 
ic-paint-speciallst Matthew 
Mosca. Using microscopic 
techniques and chemical analy
sis, Matt can determine origi
nal colors and finishes of the 
interior or exterior of a 
building, despite the changes 
wrought by age and the expo
sure to soiling and weather.

Matt has worked on projects 
for the Smithsonian Institute 
and the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation; recent
ly, he's completed a project 
at Mt. Vernon, George 
Washington's Virginia home.
But he's eager to work with 
homeowners and architects on 
more modest projects, 
even show you how to carefully 
take samples yourself, which 
can then be mailed to him for 
examination.

The bristles are

Vulcanizing assures

The brushes 
come in round, oval, and full 
(elliptical) shaped heels.
The round brushes hold the 
most paint because of their 
volume of bristles, 
in 11 sizes from the #10 (3/B 
inch, $8.45) to the #50 (2 
inches, $33.70). 
brushes release coatings more 
slowly, making them ideal for 
applying varnishes. 
ccMne in five sizes, frcxn the 
#30 (1 inch, $10.30) to the 
#50 (2 inch, $33.70). 
elliptical brushes resemble 
flat brushes except they have 
rounded edges for better con
trol .

He’ll

They come He charges $75 
per sample (3-sample minimum) 
and will supply you with an 
accurate determination of the 
original finish and one later 
£inish.

The oval
Write describing your 

project and needs to Matthew 
J. Hosca, Dept. OHJ, 10 S. 
Gilmore St., Baltimore, MD 
21223.

These The Worksaver and Timesaver 
brush lines are machine-made 
tools designed for hcxtieowner 
use.tools, also with hardwood han
dles and epoxy-set bristles, 
offer the same bristle and 
filament options as the Pro 
Edge line and have similar 
painting characteristics.
They come with a detailed 
sliding chart that explains 
how to clean them, 
brushes are designed to be 
fully loaded with paint; they 
have a removable foam collar 
at the ferrule to keep paint 
from dripping or running down 
the handle.

For the name of a dis-

The These high-quality (301) 566-9047.

These also come in five
sizes, from the #50 (1-1/2 
inch, $20.85) to the #75 (3 
inch, $38.50) . 
brushes can be used with oil- 
based paints and varnishes.

If you haven't used one of 
these shapes of brushes be
fore, you're in for a pleasant 
surprise: Not only do these 
shapes allow the brushes to 
hold the most paint, but they 
also improve the flow and 
control along edges, 
information contact Coastal 
Trade, Inc., Dept. OHJ, 601 S. 
Andrews Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, 
FL 33301.

All of the
Timesaver

tributor near you, contact the 
American Brush Co., Dept. OHJ, 
Wellesley Office Park, 60 
William St., Wellesley, MA 
02181.

For more

(305) 467-8325. (617) 235-5088.
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Restoration Products
Historical Colors

Kyanize paints has a Historic
al Color Collection consisting 
of 72 colors/ of which 36 are 
listed Early American and 36 
Victorian. They have fun 
names, too, like Canal Boat 
Red, Toll House Green, Charle
ston Cream, and Alamo. The 
Historical Color Collection 
comes in both interior and 
exterior grades of acrylic 
latex, oil-based, and alkyd 
enamel. Grant Doherty of 
Kyanize spent over two years 
scouring archives to develop 
the paint line. He tells us 
that the final colors chosen 
for the collection (especially 
the Victorian ones) are 
slightly muted adaptations, 
designed to appeal to modern 
tastes. For a color card 
write Kyanize Paints, Inc., 
Dept. OHJ, Second & Boston 
Streets, Everett, MA 02149. 
(617) 387-5000.

Painting Buyer’s Guide
Founded in 1851, the Wooster 
Brush Works is one of the 
nation's oldest and largest 
paintbrush manufacturers.
They offer a wide line of pro
fessional and consumer grade 
brushes and other paint appli
cators. For all types of 
paints and varnishes, they 
sell Magikoter professional 
Brushes, available in nylon, 
polyester, and nylon/polyester 
combination. The 
nylon/polyester wooster-Pro 
are handmade, professional 
brushes with extra-fine 
filaments for very smooth 
finishes. Wooster invented 
the Exploded-Tip filament 
which gives their Super/Pro 
brushes good paint pick-up and 
release with fewer brushmarks.

Wooster's Black China and 
White China bristle brushes 
are a favorite for oil-based 
coatings and varnish. Some of 
the brushes in this line, such 
as the White Semi-Oval Varnish 
brush, haven't changed design 
for over 50 years. For laying 
on mirror-smooth, oil-based 
coatings and varnish, they 
make Brown Bristle/Ox brushes. 
For a free catalog and a list 
of dealers in your area, write 
the Wooster Brush Co., Dept. 
OHJ, P.O. Box B, Wooster, OH 
44691. (216) 264-4440.

In September 1985, American 
Painting Contractor Magazine 
published their First Annual 
Buyers' Guide which lists over 
700 manufacturers and suppli
ers. It's become one of the 
handiest catalogs in our 
library. It lists not only 
paints and coatings of all 
kinds, plus all the tools and 
equipment for applying them, 
but also all the firms who 
make these products. Of 
course we would have liked a 
listing of firms who offer 
historic paint colors (perhaps 
next yearl). Single copies of 
the guide are $2.50.

Other publications include: 
Diagnosing Paint Problems and 
Correcting Them ($4.75);
Itefinishing Wood Furniture for 
Profit ($4.75); Hanging Modern 
Wa^CQverings ($4.75); No 
Molasses In The Wheat Paste, a 
guide for professional and 
amateur students of wallcover
ing installation ($8.95). Add 
$1.50 postage for all book or
ders. American Paint Journal, 
Book-Dept. OHJ, 2911 Washing
ton Ave., St. Louis, HO 63103. 
(314) 534-0301.

Clarification
Readers may have been confused 
by our April 1986 write-up of 
Silk Surplus Outlets in "Res
toration Products" (page 138). 
Regarding Scalamandre and or
dering their fabrics by mail: 
Scalamandre sells ONLY to the 
trade.
are retail stores with their 
own line of fabrics; they are 
also the exclusive outlets for 
Scalamandre close-outs. 
more information, call silk 
Surplus at (212) 794-9373.

Silk Surplus Outlets

For

for installation. (Owners can 
have them installed as perma
nently or temporarily as they 
wish.) Other jobs are painted 
directly on-site, such as the 
application of wood-graining, 
or marbleizing existing mould
ings, doors, and floors. (A 
recently completed faux-marble 
finish applied to a new wood 
floor took about ten days, 
including the final protective 
coatings.)

Tromploy's prices begin 
around $10 per square foot. 
Costs depend on how detailed 
the project is; a 6-x-9-ft, 
canvas painted and installed 
could cost around $700 (in
cluding installation). For a 
kit which includes photos of a 
variety of their projects, 
send S5 to Tromploy Studio and 
Gallery, Dept. OHJ, 400 Lafay
ette St., 5th Floor, New York, 
NY 10003. (212) 420-1639.

Special Painted Effects

Tromploy produces highly un
usual and varied scenic wall 
murals; faux-marble finishes 
on floors, cornices, and man
telpieces; skies on ceilings; 
trorape-l'oeil finishes on all 
sorts of surfaces; even wood- 
graining for metal doors. 
Owners Gary Finkel and Clyde 
Wachsberger developed their 
craft as professional scenic 
artists working in theater and 
television. Their painstaking 
work produces finishes and 
effects that can fool the eye 
even from a few inches away.

The owners of a 1790 Long 
Island house wanted a "naive 
landscape" of their village 
and surrounding farmland. A 
commission such as this is 
painted on canvas in the stu
dio and then taken to the site
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Restoration Products

Arts & Crafts Fixtures Decorative Wood Lattice
At last s<meone has cone out 
with a line of high-quality, 
Mission/Prairie-style light 
fixtures. Stephen Kaniewski, 
of Brass Light Gallery, found 
the demand for his restored 
original fixtures far out
stripping the supply, so he's 
spent the past several years 
designing the Goldenrod Col
lection of reproduction Nis- 
sion/Prairle-style lighting. 
The fixtures are solid brass 
with a polished finish (lac
quer and antique finishes are 
available at additional cost).

Itirough old photographs, Pete 
and Marjory Holly found that 
the porches of their heme were 
once graced with decorative 
lattice work. After they re
created their lattice, the 
Hollys decided to make custom- 
cut wood lattice available to 
other old-house owners. Their 
lattice (or vented-panel 
skirting) is different and 
more decorative than the usual 
diagonal lattice-stripped 
screens.The collection offers ten 

fixture designs to suit every 
need. Pictured at left is the 
Oak Park chandelier ($425) and 
above is the Sherman Park wall 
sconce ($135). Mr. Kaniewski 
brought prototypes of the new 
line to OHJ to let us take a 
look at them. We're impressed 
by his attention to detail.
The fixtures' canopies are 
precise reproductions of 
original examples. The glass 
shades can be purchased 
separately. Brass Light is 
offering OHJ readers a 30% 
discount; buy one light or a 
houseful, but your orders must 
be postmarked by July 31,
1986. (Ihis discount doesn't 
apply to shipping charges or 
sales tax.)

For a catalog, send $3 to 
Brass Light Gallery, Dept.
OHJ, 719 South 5th Street, 
Milwaukee, WI 53204.
(414) 383-0675.

The Hollys also produce 
porch and balcony railings and 
scroll-cut inserts to order, 
as well as turned spindlework. 
For their brochure, write 
Marjory and Peter Holly, Dept. 
OHJ, 3111 2nd Avenue South, 
Minneapolis, MN 55408.
(612) 824-2333.

inspected a 9-1/2-in.-square 
section of the lattice and 
found it solid, surprisingly 
heavy, and pretty darn 
convincing.

The lattice cemes in six

lattice, with the original 
kind of framing and trim work. 
It's easily cut with ordinary 
hand- and power-saws (with 
fine teeth); you can drive 
nails without predrilling, 
any strips come loose, you can 
simply "weld 
acetone. 
tracts more than wood, so you 
have to follow the directions 
on proper anchoring points. 
There's no fake woodgraining; 
it ccxttes in eleven standard

Non-Rotting Lattice
wood lattice looks great on a 
restored porch, but nothing is 
harder to keep painted or to 
protect from decay. We've 
found a product that may 
reduce this maintenance chore: 
PVC lattice manufactured by 
Cross Industries. Yes, we had 
the same first reaction: 
"plastic lattice work? oh, 
yuckl" But we’re being open- 
minded about this one. The 
lattice is made of solid, 
foamed polyvinyl-chloride 
strips with a UV inhibitor.
The strips are chemically 
welded into panels at the fac
tory; the joints have no metal 
fasteners to get rusty. We

IfType 2 (1-1/2-in. xtypes.
5/16-in.) is the closest match 
to the most common old-style 
lattice, which ran at a 45- 
degree diagonal and had spaces 
between the strips equal to 
the width of the strips. 
ft.-x-8-ft. panel of this type 
lattice sells for about $64 
plus shipping, 
can be made and cut at the

them with
PVC expands and con-

A 4-
colors, including white, 
can also be painted with non
oil-based paint.) 
color brochure, contact Cross 
Industries, Dept. OHJ, 5262 
Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, GA 
30341.

(It
The lattice

For a free
factory to suit your size 
requirements in either a diag
onal or rectangular pattern.

We suggest you install it 
just as you would regular wood

(404) 451-4531.
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Is Your Chimney As 
Safe As Yqu Think It Is?

ifi. 3O'. Hm1113 ir - / r¥.la $
■ -i ■ -g

i
*

i. u.

T'^r-
•fj1.

SOLID/FLUE®
The tested chimney lining system.
Worn, damaged chimneys present a 
serious fire hazard. With SOLID/FUIE’ , 
your chimney can be renewed with a 
one-piece insulating lirrer that in
creases burning efficiency and 
eliminates fire hazards. The 
SOLID/FLUE- system restores the inside 
of the chimney while still maintaining 
the original outward appearance.
Tested and approved in both Great Bri
tain and the United States.

S.

21 patterns
10 cornice moulding
styles
Fast and easy 
installation 
Shipped anywhere 
Brochure available. 
Send $1 for postage 
and handling.

TIN CEILINGSo
o "I

AA ABBINGDON 
AFFILIATES, INC.

Dept. OHJ 
2149 Utica Avenue 

Brooklyn, NY 11234 
(718) 258-8333

O

oAmerican Chimney 
Lining Systems, Inc.

:iyd» Park. SW
Michtgan 4S31S

o
9797 C 
Byron ■
(616) S7S-3S77

' 0«al*r*hip« Amiable ’

IF YOU LO^ housesPush Button 
Light Switches then we have the house plans.you’vc 

been UHikinn for. Our beautiful 
portfolios unite authentic exteriors 
of vcsterv«ar with practical and mod
ern fltwr plans. Working blueprints 
are designed for energy efficiency 
and economical construction.
Hofiwicai Rrplkxiom Portft'lio 

(Vicittrian & farmbouHr iie«i|{n«)
UniiMana Collmion PiHtfolio

(Acadian & planlalion Jc»i{^s t 
Claasic Collaaes Portfolio 

iDnian' under 2000 ft.)
.Any two p»»nfi>lim 
All three pi«rifi>li»w

Your search is over 
These beautifully pro
duced switches look 
exactly like those 
which graced fine Vic 
tOfian homes as they 
made the change from 
gas to electricity 
Completely redesign
ed on the inside to 
meet modern wiring 
codes, the mother of 
pearl inlay faithfully 
recreates the nostal
gia of a bygone era. 
With our line of dec

orative and plain covers, your Victorian 
home may now receive the final touch of 
elegance which makes your restoration 
complete.

Send businesss size seif-stamped 
address envelope to:

7

r' 1 III
m

512.00
Historicjil Replications, Inc. 

P.O. Box 13529 Dept. OHJ586 
Jackson. MS 19Z56 

601-981-874}

5l2.iV

512.00
520.00 
SJO.tX'

CAST IRON
BUTTERFLY DOOR KNOCKER 

CIRCA 1867 REPLICA PIETRA DURA
SPECIALISTS IN

STONE
Restoration of Landmark 
Buildings and Monuments 

Specializing in 
Retooling & Honing 

340 EAST 6TH STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 10003

Classic Accents, Inc. 
Dept. OH P.O. Box 1181 

Southgate, MI 48195 
1(313) 282-5525

$26.00 PPD
CK - VISA - MC - AX 
BESOAM. HOBBS & CO. 

BX 518
^L0yCEgT^^^^1930 (212) 260-6187
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AskOHJ

Covering Over Calcimine use a topcoat from the same manufacturer as 
the primer. Two topcoats should be applied 
after the primer has thoroughly dried.^ WE LIVE in a house built in 1843. The 

* interior walls are plaster and were
painted with calcimine in one room. The 

first coat of calcimine was sealed with a 
different type of paint, and then the wall was 
repainted with another layer of calcimine. 
Since the wall has only some minor plaster 
cracks, we'd prefer to canvas over the walls 
rather than apply paint. OHJ has warned us to 
remove calcimine before repainting, but you've 
never said anything about what to do with it 
before canvassing, There must be a way to 
canvas over calcimine, because we know of some 
houses where three layers of wallpaper are 
firmly affixed to old calcimine paint.

— Mrs. W.G. Hudson, Selma, Ma.

Q
Colonial Revival Colors

OUR COLONIAL REVIVAL HOME, built in 1903, 
is presently painted white. The shutters 
are dark green. The windows and storm 

windows are painted black (not the trim, mind 
you, just the windows). The house is huge.

MOST LINING-MATERIAL glues are water- 
• based, which means there’s a chance of 
the glue weakening the calcimine's bond 

to the wall. We're sure there are instances 
of people canvassing over calcimine without 
subsequent failure. But that would be small 
comfort if your ceiling should start peeling 
shortly after you've invested so much time in 
it. All you need to remove the calcimine is 
hot water — a few tablespoonfuls of TSP will 
help speed the process. The task of removing 
the calcimine shouldn't take much more than an 
afternoon. Sure it's a messy, annoying job, 
but shortcuts during preparation almost always 
come back to haunt you.

approximately 9,500 square feet, and we're 
having a difficult time deciding what color to 
paint it. It needs paint desperately, as it 
is peeling badly. We are very much in love 
with our old house and want to keep it looking 
as it did in the old days. Can you give us 
some hints as to what colors would be appro
priate for this type and size house?

-- Barbara A. Medina, Marinette, Wis.

Painting Kitchen Cabinete
WE'RE STUMPED. We have large, white 

• metal cabinets in our kitchen. The 
kitchen was probably remodeled in the 

late '40s or early '50s. The cabinets are in 
desperate need of care. The insides are fine, 
but the doors and drawfronts are chipped and 
show some rust. Is it possible to paint them? 
If so, with what? What kind of preparation 
will be necessary?

Please don't tell us to put in new cabi
nets. We've heard that suggestion before, but 
we'd rather save the money for other necessary 
restoration projects. Even though the cabi
nets may not be appropriate for our house, 
we'd like to save them. We've been told that 
they're the "Cadillac" of metal cabinetry.

-- Berta Lalomia, Jackson, Mich.

COLONIAL REVIVAL HOUSES marked a return 
• to pale colors: mostly white .or cream, 
sometimes pale yellow, with white or 

cream trim -- a soft gray body, white trim and 
sash, and cream shutters would be very appro
priate for your house. As you see, even with
in the boundaries of historical precedents, 
there are still a lot of color schemes avail
able to you. Whatever you select, you're 
going to have to live with it, so we recommend 
that you do some research before making your 
decision. The Colonial Revival period has a 
large bibliography, so your local library is 
sure to have solid information on which to 
base your choice. We also recommend that you 
consult Century Of Color by Dr, Roger Moss. 
(See the Order Form in this issue.)

AS LONG AS YOUR METAL cabinets aren’t 
• rusted through, it shouldn’t be too late 
to save them. Ttie first thing to do is 

remove any loose paint, rust, grease, etc. 
Scraping and sanding will do most of this 
step. The Important thing is to have a 
smooth, dirt-free surface to paint, just be
fore applying the paint, wipe the surface with 
a lint-free cloth dipped in a little mineral 
spirits (paint thinner).

Once you have the cabinets prepared for 
painting, apply a coat of alkyd primer speci
fically made for metal. Rustoleum brand sells 
one such primer. Whatever brand you choose.

General interest questions from subscribers will be answered 
in print. Ute Editors can’t promise to reply to all questions 
penonally—but we try. Send your questions with sketches or 
photos to Questions Editor, The Old-House Journal, 69A 
Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11217.
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AND NOW... A Full Line of

PORCH TURNINGS!
• Victorian Porch Posts 

• Porch & Stair Balusters 
• Newel Posts 

• Hand Railings 
• Finlals

Same Excellent Quality, Reason
able Prices, & Prompt Shipments 

you have come to expect from 
tills Major Supplier of 

VKTOKIAX MILLWORKl 
Illustrated (atalufj,

m L£i c cc

Brass H and H-L hinges were not new-to the Victorian period, they w-ere carried over 
from the early 1600’s. Their popularity has never wained. and these are the best 
small hinges your money w'ill buy.
The fiJlow'ing special prices for OHJ readers will be effective through June 10, 1986
For flush doors. 3', 3 I /2'and 4'longx 3/8'wide, polishedor antique finish, with

$7.00 per pairscrews
For 3/8’offset dix>rs, 3". 3 1/2'. and 4'x I 1/2" wide, polishedor antique finish, 
with screws $8.50 per pair
Add $4.00 per order for U.P.S. shipping and handling.
Add $3.00 per pair for H-L hinges as right side illustration above.

c
BALD^^BAUv]. . . for flush

Timl Cipaodrtf-ltnt
463 W. Lincoln Hwy. 

Exton, PA 19341 
(215) 363-7330

‘•I . . . for offset

Dept. 607, S13 S. Adams 
FREDERtCKSBUHG. TX 78624, 512/997.9513

^ VICTORIAN ^
&TURN OF THE CENTURY

^ ANTIQUE BRASS
SHOWERS & nXTURESUottinghom 

J;ixcT
To fit claw-foot 
tubs. Shower rings, 
heads, 
assemblies. 
Porcelain knobs. 
Hard-to-find parts, 
etc. All old, in as- 
found condition or 
polished and baked. 
Reasonably priced.

Chandeliers,
Sconces
Fixtures

Woven on laie I9th cent' ~ 
machmery in Scotland. . 

S% polyester blend.
Kurv95%&>•

cotton,
Rod poctel It lop. scalloped 
sides are] botlom. Availule in 

^ white and ecru. Pinete are 60” 
wide.
60” i72”
60" 1 90”
60"t 102”
60"t 108"
60” » 144”
PIcaae indude SI per 
for shippint ani handiin(. 
rrenimufli charye of SS.
MA residenu add 5% sales tax

WasteA-
If.

■t>1 $25
$14 Reproduction 

Eight-Arm 
Gas & Electric

Catalog $3.00
THE FINEST LAMP & FIXTURE RESTORATION AVAILABLE!

ROY ELECTRIC CO., INC. (718) 339-6311^
jf^SHOWROOM: 1054 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11230

$38
$40
$45

Color Photos $5.00

Visa and Mastercard 
accepted Allow 4 
weeks fw delivery. 
For more information 
send $1 for brochuR 
Wbolesak inquiries 
welcocne

J.R. BUftROWS a Co

el’ ?f;.i’i

1$ NtffHiacloa A«c R io«10B Wa

PLAQUES (9/i^

)tp
e'OfweForever » Cast Bronze 

Aluminum Forever • Caai Aluminum 
GraphicsPius «Inierprelive Marker Plus Photo 

OldSlandard • National Begisler and HABS

The low cost alternative
If you have a room in need of a lift. Instead of painting or wallpapering, try 

stenciling. At a cost usually less than $30, you can create a fresh new look in 
any room.
What other art form is so simple lo do, so versatile, so fulfilling? And Stencil 

Decor’ products make it even more so, with easy-to-lollow instructions, and 
easy-to-use, readily available materials. With a minimum of ellort, you can 
create distincllve home decor that you and your family will enjoy lor years.

Send business size self-stamped address envelope to:
Classic Accents. Inc. • Dept. OJ F.O. Box llBl • Southgate, Ml 4S195

SPECIALIZING IN 
HISTORIC MARKERS

Write or Call for Free Catalog 
SMITH-CORNELL, tnc. 

DEPT. OHJC
AUBIRN. INDIANA 467060686

800-325-0248
in IN 219-925-1172
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/•1. ^Tile or slate roof problem? SOLID
BRASS
ANTIQUE

% 't
§c:y 312/743-2225

LIGHTINC?^
REPRODUCTIONSNow you can restore the integrity 

of your roof with economical renovation 
techniques from Raleigh.
Restoration of beautiful tile anti slate roofs is not 
only practical, but it is a sound economic alternative 
to complete roof replacement. Properly restored tile 
and slate roofs can be expected to be maintenance 
free for at least fifty years.
Large inventory of used clay and concrete tile on hand. 

Call or write Raleigh today for the solution to your 
tile or slate roofing problems.

M-H LAMP & FAN CO.
V -^231^ N. Sheridan, Chicago, 60626 J

Raleigh, Inc
1921 Genoa Road 
Belvidere. IL 61008 
815/544-4141

D.S. Nelson Co.
ADVERTISERS’
INDEX

Mountain Lumber.
Muralo......................
D.S. Nelson.............
Nixalite of America 
Nomaco Decorative Products. . . 197 
The Old Wagon Factory 
The Old-Fashioned Milk Paint Co.

197ARCHiTKCTL/RAL WOODWORK
155

• Doors. Windows & Sash.
• Curved Stairs & Parts.
• Duplicating Lathe Work.
• Will Ship Anywhere.

64 Halsey St. 
Newport. Rl 02840 

(401) 847-8240

202
159

AA Abbingdon Ceiling Co. 
Abatron...................................

199 205
205

Ahren’s Chimney Techniques. . . 205 
American Chimney Lining Systems

197
Perma Ceram Enterprises
Pietra Dura.............................
Raleigh, Inc............................
Rejuvenation House Parts
Roy Electric..........................
Rue de France....................
Scalamandre. . . . Inside Front Cover 
A.F. Schwerd Mfg. Co.. .
Sculpture Associates . . . 
Shanker-Mapes & Sprowl 
Silk Surplus .... Inside Front Cover 
Silverton Victorian Millworks . . 204
Smith-Comell....................
Steptoe & Wife................
Stulb Paint & Chemical.
Village Antique Lighting 
Vintage Woodworks. . .
Wes-Pine Millwork....
Wolf Paints & Wallpapers.............155

205
199 199

Antique Hardware Store
Ball & Ball.........................
Benjamin Moore.............
Besdam, Hobbs & Co.. .
Bradbury & Bradbury. .
Brass Tree.........................
J.R. Burrows & Co. . . .
Classic Accents................
Leo Conklin......................
Crawford’s Old House Store . . . 204 
Cumberland Woodcraft. .
Historical Replications. .
How-To Book Club ....
M-H Lamp & Fan Co.. . .
Mac The Antique Plumber 
Marvin Windows

202 202
201 203
159 201
199 197

ADVERTISING SALES

W. Robert Boris
Advertising Sales Director
P.O. Box 86
119 Lazell Street
Hingham, MA 02043
Telephone (617) 749-2196

To Place An Advertising Reservation,
Contact:
Tricia A. Martin 
Production Manager 
The Old-House Journal 
69A Seventh Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 
Telephone (718) 636-4514

197
205 160
201 205

199, 201 159
205

159 201
199 204
157 155
202 205
207 201

197
Inside Back Cover
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The Emporium
MANUAL BOWLING MACHLNES, 6, a<e unknown, 
last used in 1983. Contact City of Lead (South Dakota). 
(605) 584-1401.

ELBERT HUBBARD’S SCRAPBOOK, copyrifht 
by the Roycrefte^ of East Aurora, N. Y. Used 1 
good cond. Brown,leather-like covers, 228 pp. * indices, 
$20 plus postage. Ruth Stahl, 4744 E. River Rd., Grand 
Island. NY 14072.

FOR SALE

VERNACULAR
ARCHITECTURE

FORUM

1923 
but in

marble cafe, white wf glass door.SHOWER STALl*
$500. (718) 636-6348, eves.

annual meeting

& TOURS 
MAY 7-10

Kingston, Nev\r York

FOUR-SURFACE WOODCUTTER. Rogers 4 x 10 
Planer-Matcher. Create your own mlllwork — I did! 
Nice machkie, can be a real moiieyniaker. $1600. John 
Darrow, M Chestnut St., Bin^unton, NY 13905. 
(607)722-1545.

RED ROOFING TILE, 200 pieces, deep color, rouj^ 
texture. 9 bi. W by 12 in. H. Prepunched holes. Also 20 
matching ridge pieces. C. 1920. $200 for all. Gene 
Vowell, 1705 Pauline, Ann Arbor, Ml 48103. (313) 
663-2680.

CUSTOM HOME PORTRAIT - 16-in.-by-20-ln. water- 
color painting of your home or hist, building, painted 
from your photo or slide. $125. matted I: ready to 
frame. Sample available. S. K. Nelson, 223 E. Scranton, 
Uke Bluff. IL 60044. (312) 234-3515.

EMPIRE CHEST OF DRAWERS, targe, c. 1840, orig. 
glass drawer pulls, flame mahogany veneer face, pan- 
elied cherry udes, v. good orig. cond., needs refkiishing. 
$245. Sm^l VIct. chest of drawers, Rame mahogany 
veneer face, cherry secondary wood. Bxc. orig. cond., 
$300. Small VicL upbobtered chair, covered w/ royal 
blue velour, exc. cond., $225. (201) 439-3529 eves.

HANDMADE BENT-WILLOW FURNITURE, beautiful. 
Loveaeat, $150; chair, $75; will sell both for $200. T. 
Davb (Walker), PO Box 961, Moab, UT 84532. (801) 
259-7842.
BATTENBERG LACE CURTAINS; 8 puieli, 24 in. W 
by 72 in. H; 4 panels, 36 in. W by 80 In. H. Handmade, 
muaeum oualily lace; all pieces have same pattern. Exc. 
cood., $1M0. $1 plus SASE for photos. Ken or Sandy 
Winge, 123 S. Bench St., Galena, IL 61036. (815) 
777-9321.

V.A.F. will sponsor two days of 
field trips, food and entertainment, 
and a full day for the presentation of 

in the field of vernacular

WANTED

AMERICAN ART POTTERY TILES. Pref« interesting 
subjects such as portriib, landscapes, animals, but will 
coruider floral li geometric patterns. Send photo & price 
or call eves, or weekends. Jim Lea, 265 Worden St., 
Portmouth, RI 02840. (401) 683-5825.

papers
architecture. Tours in Ulster County
trace the evolution of the county's 
distinctive masonry. The day ends 
with local food, prepared by one of 
the region’s most creative hostelries.

Another day explores the diverse 
architecture of Columbia County. 
Dutch, German, and New English 
houses ate included. A Hudson River 
cruise and shad bake complete this

TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY ADVERTISING items 
found in your old house or bam — tin signs, containers, 
store displays, etc. Old signs were often used as insula
tion at the turn of the century; who knows what you 
may Find behind the wails during your restoration! We 
ate serious coUecton, will answer all offers. Kaufman, 
Box 383, Manchester, NH 03105. (603) 622-7404.

PEDAL ASSEMBLY Ryie k pedals) for 1860s Oikkermg 
square grand piano. Can possibly use assembly from 
other makes of this date. Margaret S. I,awrmce, 111 
Felder St., Bamberg, SC 29003. (803) 245-2315.i
SWITCHES, PARTS, MANUALS for early 1930s Uni
versal electric stove. Pat Everett, Box 260A, Unadllia, 
GA 31091.

tour.
Ccxnplete registration is $150; 

registration by event is also avail
able. To register, contact Neil 
Larson, New York State Office of 
Parks, Agency Building 1, Empire 
State Plaza, Albany, NY 12238. 
(518)474-0479.

WASH BASIN for small powder room (2H x 5 ft). Can 
be type from Pullman/RR car or other very small wall- 
hung sink. Send photo & price or call. FranRIccio, 4510 
Locust SI., Philadelphia, PA 19139. (215) 386-8628.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
HALF-ROUND SPOKED WINDOWS. 50 yean old. 
56 in. W. 31H in. H, IM in. thick. Stiles either wide 
(4 in.) or narrow (2 in.). Cedar framea. Small chips 
in some (rimes, some panes broken. $55 eadi. F.O.B. 
from Kankakee, III. (815) 933-4706.

TAKING THE STEAM Out of Wallpaper Removal. Thb 
56-page prafesaional'a guide includes step-by-step In- 
stnicitons for removal of waUcovnings without using a 
steamer. Useful addition to the reference library of the 
tradespenon or do-it^ounelfer. Send $5.50 to Rogue 
Wave Kiblishing. PO ^ 7921, Berkeley. CA 94701

C□VICT. KITCHEN STOVE. “Spear’s New Cooking 
Range,” inacribed James :
Cast-iron beauty. 2 ovens.

^ar, 1823, Philadelphia. 
3 cooking rings, ovemead 

storage. Heat in'dicalor to 500 degrees. Working cond., 
uses nut coal. 42 in. W, 28 in. D, 63 in. H. $800 or 
best offer. Paul Stevens, RD 1 Box 77, Malvern (Phila
delphia), PA 19355. (215) 827-9616.

Classified ads in Hie Emporium are FREE 
to current subscribers for one-of-a-kind or 
non-commercial items, including swaps, 
things wanted or for sale, and pmonal 
house or propesrty sales, 50-word maxi
mum. B&W photo or drawing printed free 
when space permiU.

For commercial ads, rates are $60 for 
the first 40 words, and $1 per additimial 
word. B&W photos, $35. Ads are reserved 
for preservation-related items: restoration 
products and services, real estate, inns and 
B&Bs, books and publications, etc.

Deadline is the 3th of the month, two 
months prior to publication. For example: 
Oct. 5 for the December issue. Sorry, we 
cannot accept ads over the phone. All suh- 
missi<Mis must be in writing and accom
panied by a current mailing label (for free 
ads) or a check (for commercial ads).

r MANVFACirRKRSlTiRN^nCENTlIRYLiGHTING

o

I 15)ROSEWOOD STEINWAY, square, grand piano. C. 
1875. Top of case, 3 ft. 5 in. W, 6 ft 10 in. L Richly 
carved lega. Exc cond. $7500. Rick Redinglon, 412 
W. Marvin. Waxahachle. TX 75165. (214) 937-1640.

caAlOGUS vs
AulhcotklnDcuU ■ SatlilactlonGaanaued

AFVOKDAaLfSOLID BIIASS

(K ilTLAMl (K>y»ri~9DIBS
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The Emporium
Wacd ^PjieductA f/umt 
JAe VictoHian

REAL ESTATE DAYTON, OH — The Nicholas Ohmcr House. 18' 
Italunate: beautiful woodwork, two storeys, 2 c 
garage, washer/dryer, porch. Maintained in exc. or 
COM., owned by 3 elderly dau^tets of builder. 
NatT RegistH. $198,000. .Michael Gibbons, 835 Bowen 
St, Dayton. OK 45410.

’1

Are you building, restoring, or re
modeling? Create Victorian ele
gance throughout your building. 
You’ll find over 350 mouldings, 
headblocks, baseblocks, casings, 
and wainscot of authentic Vic
torian design in our 32-pg. catalog. 
Custom-milled mouldings available 
in any wood as well as our standard 
premium-grade pine and oak. Cat
alog contains 40 construction 
drawings that enable you to de
sign your own Victorian master
pieces. For Catalog and price 
sheet, send $3.50 to:

NORTHERN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, CT - Hi^ly 
risible suthentic 1734 crater-chimney cotonisl w/ 
post-libeam construction, FPs, beehive oven, wide- 
plank chestnut flom, 18th-century doors. New plum^ 
ing, Hectrkil, etc., 10+ qiaclous rooms. Apple orchard,

Sine grove, ceoiury-oM mafdes, 3-bty bam w/ h^loft, 
: year-round guest/rental house w/ FP. $299,500. 

(203) 270-0252.

CLARKTON. NC - Qark House, c. 1890. 2-storey, 
frame, vernacular Viet, house. Features 5-bay facade 
<r double portico wf turned balusters $ columns. Im
pressive woodwork in parlors. 3400 sq.ft, home w/ UA 
acres in Bladen County in soulheastem North Carolina. 
$25,000. Lany D. McBennett, Hist. Preservation Foun- 
datroB of NC, Inc., PO Box 27644, Raleigh. NC 27611. 
(919) 832-3652.

SALEM, NY — New York/Vermoot border. Large re
novated country colonial on approx. 3 acres (more 
available). 13 rooms, 2 modem baths, 23-ft. suit-room. 
Slate roof, bam (arage), views, rural setting on state 
road, ideid for ^B. Ean drive to Vermont skiing, 
Saratoga Springs, It Lake George. $88,000. Koster, RD 
2, Box 165. S^em. NY 12865. (518) 854-3701.

NACOGDOCHES, TX - Old house in counts - will 
trade for one in upstate New York or accept $15,000. 
Sal, (409) 560^736.

MAGNOLIA, NC - 17-room 1850s fomrer school. 
Needs (otal rmovation but has small renovated apart
ment livable now. 1.2 acres. $35,000. Owner HnaiKing 
available. Gay Thompson, (202) 898-1031.

$UVIi!0S
mtoayif
Hhmm

SELKIRK, NY — Historic 201-year-old brick Dutch 
Colonial house in perfect cond., 8 rains, from down
town Albany, NY, and NYC express traki. Total seclu
sion on 6+ acres of land, old elm It fruit trees, herb gar
dens, 500 yards from Hudson Rrm. 4 BR, formal LR. 
DR, library, family room, modem kitchen, 15-ft.-by-7-ft 
greenhouse, connected 2-car prage. Basement great 
room w/ full-wall FP It beehive oven. $234,000. (313) 
662-2123 (MichipD).eves.Box 877>35, Dept. OHJ, Silverion, 

CO 81433. Tel. (303) 387-5716 CLEVELAND, OH - 1845 Italianate w/ cupola. 10 
rooms. 3 FP (2 marble, 1 cherry 
floors, mechanically updated, 5 
Cleveland or State par' 
area. $45,000. 4105 
44113. (216)631-6399.

), oak French doors It 
mins, to downtown 

k on Lake Erie. Oldest bouse in 
Franklin Ave., Cleveland, OI

IbUPOflTCflSIOl

msifipoiscjrslfpo
SOMERSET COUNTY, MI) - Eastern shore. Spacious 
Viet, home w/ 5 BR. 1.5 acres. Lovely entrance hall w/ 
open stairway. Double LRs, pine floors, wraparound 
porch. 2 FP. Gbb beat, 2 furnaces. Range, refrigerator. 
G^rboard siding. Stoim windows. G 
Near Annemessex River It Tangier 
Scott Rea) Estate, 104 N. Somerset Ave., Princess 
Anne, MD 21853. (301) 651-3390.

• GracHal VicMnM 
Dnifn

• SSoduUr Cast Icon
ty water It sewer.
Sound. Anne H.

• Boll Tofcihrc 
AssantUy

• S' DiaawtrT
• Optional Bias*

Han*aU
Sand 12 00 far cowtplru
trnovaccon ratafe)

^imoEaWIFEoai..,f-'
322 OMcy Avonua Tecenie Canada HCH 2Cr 

l«ia)SSIM2Se PARAMUS, NJ - Jersey Dutch c. 1790, w/ 1810 
Gcorgian/FederaJ addition. 7 FP. 6 BR, 3 baths. Hattd- 
caned woodwork. 2 hrge bams, anokeboute. It corn- 
crib on over 2 acres. On State It National Register of 
Hist Places. $515,000. Harold E. Clark, Realtors, 40 
Chestaut SL. Ridgewood. NJ 07450. (201) 445-8000.

EASTPORT, ME - Maine coast. Capen House, 14-room 
EastUke Vkt. mansion, large entrance w/ oak It maho-

fany staircase, mahogany woodwork throughout, 6 BR, 
P, bot-water beat, dumbwaiter, butler'sjuntry, Vt acre,

Suwt tovm. 2 blocks from bay. $55,00d. S. Krby, 
ey St, Emtport ME 04631.

Pro4«ct Wan Comara 
Tha Graat Oid-faahioBa4 Way PAIR HAVEN. VT - Natl Register Simion Smith 

House. WiUiain ^ratl, architect 1798 Georgian. 12 
rooms. 20-ft.-by-^ft. detailed Georgian batiroora w/ 
cove teUina. 16 acres, open & wooded wf long h^wiw 
frontage. Unique home and/or cxc. business potaitial. 
$225,000. Owner financing available. Arery 
Rd.. Fair Haven, VT 05743. (802) 265-449

7 igttipibiwiil aiy pertod or dacoraltvc slylp. 
They're among hundreds of hard4o-fbia, 

Hem act have a> enhance yow 
old boiae or capore akil<dtbe paM inyow

h
7 sspo Until]. 

, West Harm16newer hoow. Each rnmerbend la 47H' ■
(802) 265-4492.* - m*<ka..wUh90*niMch.

6aRwaed.Ea l9.75:6ormoreM.7S;Onh. 
Ea. m.50:4ormaTeMI.00.A(WJVeMl:

■ t2.S0(l-S);l6.SO(6aTiM>re). Wlr^teda 
. - eddSRiaa. VKA/MCorAMEXoccepted.

|)
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CA - Completely restored Ital- 
iaiute, buHt 1887. 2 storeys, plus finished carriage 
house. Beautifully detailed insde It out Stained 
^ass, brwa IrgbUng fixtaica, 2 wovluttt FF, widow’s 
wdk, whirlpool spa, fUUy iiuulated, rail basement, 
large lot soned commercial. Perfect for BIcB. office, 
or elegant livng. (619) 477-8031.

j• -V VICTORIAN HOME CONTEST: Wn a large Vkt 
home in the nation’s capital. Built 1894, owned by 
a Supreme Court tuftke; 15 rooms, 4 baths.cryMal 
chandeliers throughout, beautiful parquet fln.
1st fir., flower garden w/ statuary. 10 blocks fnrm 
White House, city transportation at your doorstep. 
Apartment hr English bmement w/ 3 rooms, biUi; 
furnace t laundry room. To register: 50-wordeMay 
and $100 entrance fee. Send lane SASE for de
tails. Vktorian Home Contest, PO 
St Station, Washington, DC 2O0O9.

•i C^TOLLACE 
1-MO-5S6-7876 kWta.r4l4/Mt-««aS 

Scad S2 (nlwiaUr) fcr catalog.
-j on

G ST. JOE/BENTON HARBOR. Ml - Restored Frank 
IJoyd Wright Prairk-styte home located 100 ml. north 
of Chkago near St. JM/Benton Harbor on 4 acres; 1 
mL I.ake Michigan. With orerSTOOsq.ft ofliringspace, 
7 BR, 4M baths, this would make a tordy aetting for 
bed $ breakfast rrature. C. i. Bhihm, (616) 927-1925.

Cr2mlbn/^ Ok/ ‘Tfeitse ‘Sforf Box 6558, T

Ml UeCal-Bah MJ-WaiifcaWia. W1 atlS« 
4I4/S42-0M5
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OUR FINISH IS THE BEGINNING OF YOURr

NEW BATHROOMBRASS
TREE

• Bathtub, smk and tile resurfacing in any color
• Fully guaranteed PORCELAINCOTE* fmish is applied m your home.

estinnate contactFor a free

800-645-5039 for Free Brochure
in New York, call 516-724-1 205

Franchises Available 'Nationwide Service
65 Smithtown BIwd., Smithtown, NY 11 787TO FIND HARDUAR£

FOR THE RESTORATIOH OF 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE. TRUNKS,

ICE BOXES, 1 HOOSIER CABINETS 

••CHAIR CANING & WEAVING SUPPLIES 
••FIBER t WOOD REPLACEMENT SEATS 

••OtCORATm KOOO TRIMS 

••AND MUCK HOREI

CLASSIC GAS FIXTURE
(ELECTRIC)

SCHOOLHOUSE LIGHT
ORDER A130

i ORDER #215SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER tO

Village Antique
LIGHTING CO.

847 Ionia N.W., Dept. T2 
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 r

$3995
••CATALOG 12.00

I PLUS S3 05 
SHIPPING A 
HAI«UNG

PLUS S3 95 
SHIPPINQ A 
HANOUNO

•/

SOUO BRASS REPUCAS 
MADE IN U S A 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
UCHIGAN HESIDENTS 

ADD AS SALES TAX

J 15''U9' 0
GENUINE 

LEAD CRYSTAL 
SHADE WITH 

HANOCUT DECORATION

fS' Lxd D 
OPAL 
GLASS 
SHADE

JOB N. Hafn St.

St. CharUs, HO 63301 

13141M7-77I7

CONKLIN'S AUTHENTIC 
ANTIQUE BARN WOOD

Latex An unprecedented advance i: 
IVcolUlC wuodrepair.theUqNldWood 

and WoodEpoa Wood 
Reatoralioa S)tten. can 

this rotted, regenerate rotted, damaged 
, ,, evennnissingwood.Available

CrUmDling mbtfonruCtfi
virtually any applicalion. Said 

WOOG. ior tee brochure and 
Fulldetaite.

in

even
y MOLDING 
RESTORATION

W» are the largest supplier of antique 
weathered barrvwood In the Northeast. 
Maintaining 50,000 to 100,000 sq. ft. in stock 
Also: Hand Hewn Beams, Flooring, Plank, etc... 
All materials are from barns over 100 years old.

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE

be used tor

KIT

CASTING ACCESSORIES BOOKS 
PROTECTIVE MASKS & RF.SPIRATOR8 
WOOD CARVING TOOLS SANDING SPECIALITIES 

POLISHING MATERIALS

For further information call or write:
ABATRON. INC.
141 Center Or.. Dept OH 

GilMts. L 60136 

31^4»-^^00

LEO CONKLIN CATALOG
S2.00R.D. 1. BOX 70 • SUSQUEHANNA, PA IB847 

(717) 465-3832 SCULPTURE ASSOCIATES LTD.
40 E 19th Stieel New Itork NY 10003 (212} 777-2400

Victorkin &fC[ii|^pcncLile 
Storm-Sercen 
[3oors. Restore, strengthen, seal 

and protect.
Ahrens unique two-liner chimney lining process.
• Fust linei 

sirengfthens'^ 
and Insulates

Beautifully 
hand crafted of 
Douglas fir in 
several styles 
and all sizes.

• Second liner 
" seals and protecis— 

prevents 
deterioration• 60 years of 

chimney 
experience

• Quick, easy, 
no mess

• Homeowner and 
contractor 
inquiries invited

• Reline a! a 
fraction ol the

■~COSl Ol

rebuildingFor youtVopv 

oui 1G pat)(! cat^ilog. 
semi $2 00 to Ousted] Ahrens chimney

------------  Ibchnlque. Inc
2000 Industrial Ave 
Sioux Falls, SD 57104

WAGON
P.O. Box 1427 Dept. OJ56 

ClurKsville. Va 23927 
(8041 374 5787

• 10 year 
warranty

Call or write for a free brochure 
For your local authorized and trained dealer call: 1-600-843-4417
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THE TWO best heat tools 
FOR stripping paint

r jniat’s in. 10 years of 
[Jne Old-House Jour^?

name it!

--------- --- ■ X

That’s a strong claim to make, but we stand by it. The OHJ editors have tested 
the heat toots available, and these two are still the best: the strongest, most effi
cient. longest-lasting heat tools you can buy. The Heat Gun and Heat Plate are de
signed to provide years of service on heavy-duty jobs. The other paint-stripping 
tools now available don’t compare: They’re not industrial quality, are made 
largely of plastic, have a lower heat output, and break down all too quickly.

Together, the Heat Gun and Heat Plate described below can solve your most 
difficult paint-stripping projects. Refinishing experts agree that, whenever practi
cable, hand stripping wood pieces is preferable to dipping them in a strong chemi
cal bath. The Heat Gun and Heat Plate are the best overall tools for taking paint 
off wood surfaces. They make paint removal safe, quick, and economical.

Heat is a fast method because the paint bubbles & lifts as you go along. There 
is no waiting for chemicals to soak in, no multiple recoatings, and far less cleanup. 
Unlike stripping with chemicals, all layers of paint are removed in a single pass.

As for economy: Because these tools are long-lasting, industrial products, the 
initial expense is made up in savings on the $18 to $22 per gallon stripper that 
you’re no longer buying in quantity. Even after heavy use, a worn-out heating ele
ment on a gun can be replaced by the owner for about $7.

early every old-jtbusc rcstoratir^ . 
question has bem addr»seci«|(f1fii‘' 

last years of The Old-House 
Thai’s why the V4?ry best 
own is the complete ten-volijrnf'io 
Old-Huuse joumdl Yearbpbksl '

Each Yearbook (.onttins a full ye>irV , 
issues of The Old-House journal, neady ' 
and perrnarrently bnutxi as a handy bp^.
In the ten-volumb set you'll firxi an 

''aslonishir^ <unount of information that'll' 
make it easier for you lo restore your 
house, whether you're an old-house owner 
or re^oratioo professional.

cpi^r the full set of ten Yearbooks kit 
$108, artd we'll include a free copy of 

our handy CutTwIative Irsdex (a $9.95 '
value). Or order just the 1970s set, or the 
I960fs«.

FM's a taste of what you'll find in ten 
y^n^ & old Old4louse jourrtals -- all still 
vikat, accurate, and inloim^tve »tio|es,''

• Aesthetic Movement
• Owpenter Ants
• Moulding Planes
• CanvaMing Porch Ftoon
• Brass Pptishing
•Wood Preservatives
• Carderb and Undscaping
• 'ffellises and ArtKsrs
• PusMsutton Switches
• Stripping WcHxhvork
• Refirwshing
• Bleaching Wood 

I Repair 
ndalions

Removing Varnishes 
Exterior Painting 
Old-House living

The Heat Gun
Ideal for moulded & turned woodwork!

Over 10.000 OHJ subscribers have purchased Che Heavy- 
Duty Heat Gun, and discovered the best tool for stripping paint 
from interior woodwork. (A small amount of chemical cleaner 
is suggested for tight crevices and cleanup, but the Heat Gun 
does most of the work.) It will reduce the hazard of inhaling 
methylene chloride vapors present in paint removers. Another 
major safety feature is the Heal Gun's operating temperature, 
which is lower than that of a blowtorch or propane torch, thus 
minimizing Che danger of vaporizing lead. The Master HG-501 
Heat Gun operates at 500 to 750°F, draws 15 amps at 120 
volts, and has a rugged, die-cast aluminum body ~ no plastics!

•Sash
»Tour

The Heat Plate
For any flat surfaces “ even clapboards!

jdtThe
Old-Hmisc
Journal

MS S«v*ath Av*n«M. Brooklyn, 
«T 1U17 (Via) »S«-4B14 
TBSI Serai the CHd4rau»e lounul 
Ye«rho(As I've inriKHled Mnv.

C THC HJU SCT, ivrs-ms. ten vokimei plu« 
Ihe CuRuiUtiye Indn, $I0B.
CJThe Seventies Set H97S-I979I 
DTbe Set |l9S019eSX plut Oie
CtHrajljtive Index) $69.
CH€CK ONf: □ Paymera enclowd LI Otvge my: □ Vim I ' MastefCard
Card No-----------------------------------------------------

Exp Date ________ —

Name

I
I

After testing all of the available heat tools, the OHJ editors recommend the 
HYDElectrlc Heat Plate as the best tool for stripping clapboards, shingles, doors, 
large panels, and any flat surface. The Heat Plate draws 7 amps at 120 volts. Its 
electric resistance heating coil heats the surface to be stripped to a temperature of 
550 to 800°F. The nickel-plated steel shield reflects the maximum amount of heat 
from the coil lo the surface. And among the Heat Plate’s safety features Is a wire 
frame that supports the unit, so you can set it down without having to shut it off.

Addrea

Zip

NV $IM« ratMms mM
dppBuMe nfn Ur. UF5 Both the Heavy-Duty Heat Gun and the HYDEiectric Heat Plate come with 

complete operating & safely instructions, and are backed by The Old-House Jour
nal Guarantee: If your unit should malfunction for any reason within two months 
of purchase, return it to us and we'll replace it.

The Heat Gun is available for only $77.95; the Heat Plate for only $39.95. 
(These prices include fast UPS shipping.) You can order either or both by filling 
out the Order Form in this issue, or by sending a check or money order to The 
Old-House Journal. 69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn. NY 11217.

mol dHrver to f.O.
Bw. nhau pfMfde
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The Emporium
PROSPECT HILL, B&B, 1769. Colonial maiuion sit* 
uited on 225 kkc. In Nat1 Ragbter of Hist. Places. 
Spacious rooms w/ fireplaces Ie a separate guest house. 
All elmntly furnished w/ antiques, 15 miles from Har
pers Ferry. Brochure. Box 135, Gerrardstown, WV 
25420. (304) 229-3346.
INNquest — computerized natl directory tA inns, BfrBs, 
lodges, k other special places to stay. Enjoy modern 
conrenicnce when seeking rintage or otherwise unique 
accommodations. Detailed, up-to-date Information lor 
all of your lodging needs available toll free. Call (800) 

INNS; in (301) 864-7233. M-F, 10 to 6 F.ST.

RESTORATION SERVICES

ONE-DAY WORKSHOPS bi paining, gUding, glazing, 
marbleizing. It restoration. Small clastes featuring lec- 
tures, demonstrations, ft doaely supervised handvon 
instruction. For piofeasitMials ft amateurs. ITie Finish
ing School, 1 Elm Sl, Great Neck, NY 11021. (516) 
487-2270.

PROM STRIP TO FINISH Wayne Towle Inc. is pester 
Boston's acknowledged expert in fine architectural 
wood stripping, flnlshing, and fine period detailing. 
Hist ft contemporary finishes are our specialty. Refer
ences, portfolio, insured. (617)738-9121.

:a|

FORT mVN
Preservation . , .

Key to an Urban Future221-

PAINT REMOVINQ CONTRACTOR specialifini in 
tough, exttfior ft Interior stripping jobi on historical ft 
other serultlre restorationa. Use own advanced ft inno
vative beat-stripping techniques: infra-red ft high-volt^ 
hot air. Safe, effective, quality woA. Surface Geaning 
Unlimited. Inc., Medfield, MA 02052. (617) 965-3334.

SAL-CO PAINTING ft DECORATING: restoration ft 
painting work. Wilt travel, will work by hour or contract 
Sal-Co, Rt 1 Box 2200, Nacogdoches, TX 75961. (409) 
560-6736.

INTERIOR WOODWORK reftnishmg. Heat gun w/ lot- 
v«it dean-up. 5 yean experience in the C^ic^o/Beverty 
ft near-North aret References ft photos available. Terry 
R. Seamant (312) 881-3936.

FOLK ART MURALS by modern-day itinerant w/ 
.M.F.A. Also available as painted screens. Write: Fdk 
Art Greens and Mumla, 22 Marion .Ave., Staten Idand, 
NY 10304.

TOTAL RESTORATION SERVICES, interior ft ex
terior. all trades. Chicago area, southern Wisconsn. 
Since 1960, msured. Parfor doors, plastering, siding, 
and carpentry are our specialty. Ck>nsuUation smke 
available, llie Original House Doctor Ltd., (312) 
364-0161. (815)923-2521.

WHAT DO YOU NEED for your restwation? I win lo
cate it (or you. Bam boards, hardware, (rim, whatever. 
No item loo large or small. Send me your spect Cost 
plus frewht plus reasotuble fmder's fee. Include com
plete address and td. no. The House Detective, RD 2, 
Box 69. Cmennatus, NY 13040. (607) 863-4471.

HE LP WITH YOUR OLD HOUSE: Our professional ser
vices can help you understand, restore, and enjoy It: tr- 
chHectural lervicea for restoration atul remodelting, con- 
suUsii help w/ architectural ft technical probinns, his
torical research, ft more. Allen Charles Hill, AlA, Histo
ric Preservation ft Architecture, 25 Englewood Rd., 
Wsichestev. MA 01890. (617) 729-0748.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
13th Annual

Back to the City Conference
Fort Wayne. Indiana 

June 13,14 & 15

OLD MAUCH CHUNK Hist. House ft Bldg. Tour, Jim 
Thorpe, Penn., Aine 8,1986,1 to 5p.m. $5 advance, $7 
day of tour. Previoudy uttseen homes throu^out 
town. Mauch Chunk Ifist. Soc., PO Box 273, JimHiorpe, 
PA 18229. (717) 325-4439 AM, (717) 325-4041 PM.

HISTORIC HOUSE TOUR, Hyattsville, Maryland. Sun
day. May 18, 1 to 5 p.m. Kghlig 
ft preservation efforts in 100-; 
whirh is a Nat’l Register Hist.
Prewrvation AssociatMn, PO Box 375, Hyattsville, MD 
20781. (301) 277-5562.

HOME INSPECTOR’S TRAINING COURSES; 5-day 
comprdiensive Ualning courses ai home inspection. 
May 26 to 30, for persons interested in qualifying in 
the new Held of hotite in^rection. Participants drould 
have some basic knowledge of residential construction

Fractlces. Property Inspector's Training Institute, Inc., 
O Box 10464, RockvUle, MI) 20850. (301) 983-9371.

BACK TO THE CITY CONFERENCE, Fort Wayne, 
Ind.. Jutte 13, 14, ft 15. Lectures, tours, workshops. 
Pam Michel, ^k to the City, 1310 W. Jefferson, Fort 
Wayne, IN 46804. (219) 483-6441.
RObOIEY MARSH OLD-HOUSE TOUR ft Antique 

May 17. 1986, n CaM 
at First United Methodist Chi 
St. Sponsored by Cape May Court House Neighborhood 
AMociation, PO Box 502. Ci^re May Court House, NJ 
08210.

^ts Viet, architecture 
year-old community, 

Disbict. HyatLsvIlle
An informative three days of lectures, 
workshops, lours and receptions lhat 
will enlighten all to the value of urban 
preservation and revitalization in America!

For more information call 219-484-5445

or write;

Pamela or Robert Michel 
Conference Coordinators 
West Cenirai Neighborhood Assoc. 
1310 West Jefferson Boulevard 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46604

May Court House, N. J., 
urch, Route 9 ft Church

Show,

MAC THE ANTIQUE 
FLUMBERJNC.

RUGBY SPRING MUSIC ft CRAFTS Festival, May 17 
ft 16. Dozens of traditional craftsworkers demonstrating 
ft aellng throughout village. British Isles ft Appalachian 
musk ft dancing; tours of historic buildings. Historic 
Rugby. PO Box 8. Rugby, TN 37733. (615) 628-2441.

OLD WEST END HISTORIC HOME TOURS. June 7 
to 8, 1986, in Toledo. Ohio. Come to Toledo's Old 
West End ft stroll thtou^ our histork nei^borhood; 
it boasts one of the largest selections of Vkl. ft Ed
wardian homes Id Amerka including lUlianate, Queen 
Anne, Colonial Revival, Craftsman, ft many more. 
Houses on tour are open from noon to 5 p.m. on both 
days. Old Wat End Festival, PO Box 4652, Old West 
End Stn., Toledo, OH 43610.

Jiisi off the Press!
Our ne w 198(> 
24 -patJC colt»r 

calalogucl'ronillie 
most complete 

antique plumbinf’ 
shop in the uHtrUi

INNS AND HISTORIC HOU^S

OLD-HOUSE FAIR, May 17 ft 18 In Oklahoma Cily. 
2-day bade show featuring latest information, producb, 
ft arvKM for renovating, ratorng, ft repairing older 
homa. bhibitors' booths will offa diqrlays, working 
models, ft demonstratiwis by locaL regional, ft rution^ 
prewrvationists, craftspersons, commercial firms, ft in- 
na-city neighborhooda. To be hrid at State Faiivrounds. 
Old-Houw Fait, NDCC, 1236 NW 36th St„ Oklahoma 
City. OK 73118. (405) 528-NDCC.

THE CAMPBELL CENTER for Hist Preservation 
announca its 7th year of instruction w/ 21 summer 
vorksbops, 2 to 5 days long, June 16 to July 23. Care 
of museum coBectiont, furniture conservation, archi
tectural preservation, ft ailerdbciplinary courses occupy 
major program areas. Of special interest to OHJ readers: 
un^rstanding ft udng rihaiva, hands-on furniture 
conservation, period finishM, Nat'l Register: How to 
list a place, interior ft exterior decoration, repair of 
wooden structures, mantenance It preservation of 
concrete structures, masonry cleaning ft repair. For 
further Information ft free copy of worksho 
bulletin, contact: Campbell Center, PO 
CarroD, IL 61053. (815) 244-1173.

HANDS-ON WOODWORKING SEMINARS: finishing, 
using table saws ft routers. 2-day courses taught by 
team of experienced woodworkers to develop skills w/ 
tools ft products. Lectures, slides, materials, hands-on 
experience. May 12 ft 13,14 ft 15, and 16 ft 17. Lodg
ing available for $24.38 single, $29.38 double. $200 re
gistration. College of Continuing Education, Adams 
Hall 131, Northern IDiaois University, DeKalb, IL 
60115. (815) 753-1457.

MAC. Thi* AntlQUc Plumber 
KH5 57lfi Mrci-t-0 

SjcruiiK-mi), < A ')SHI9 
(916) iS-4-1507

GOLD-COUNTRY INN in the Sierras. Relax in a cen- 
luiy-old home w/ historic deugnation ft eleebk blan
kets, air conditioning, verandahs, gardens. Have break
fast by a crackling fire. Near Yosemite. Brochure ft gift 
certificalec Dunbar House, 1880, Box 1375, Murphys, 
CA 95247. (209) 728-2897.

THE PARMENTER HOUSE. Enjoy the domestic wne- 
nities of our lovingly restored Vktorian BftB while bene- 
fiting from (be ^eer mountain air of our idyilk lakeside 
nllage. Hiking, biking, caiMeing, ft swimming. Summer 
theabe ft free concerts in nearby Weston. Brochure: Box 
106OHJ, Belmont, VT 05730. (802) 259-2009.

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA Bed and Breakfast. 
Arrowhead Inn, restored 1775 plantation w/ 6 guest 
rooms, private ft shared baths. Full breakfast included 
in rates of $50 to $75 per room state tax. 106 Mason 
Rd., Durham, NC 27712. (919) 477-8430.

?6 news 
. Mt.
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Pail'S
Window

Grand these
0imptov

t»y

possiDi®’ 
was

Vadding...aort odd ^^erever
space heI thenluinher • and

^^ous®bright ted. '-h^ thetoattention® onetciro
canand gtiia
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erties, and accepts a beautiful 
stain-and-varnish, or paint, finish.

High quality weatherstripping 
minimizes drafts. And insulatingWHY YOU

SHOULD BUY A
WINDOW...,

THArSMISSIM 
SOME PARTS

glass further reduces energy
losses.

THE E-Z TILT PAC SAVES TIME.

Since you keep the original frame 
and trim, you can easily install an 
E-Z Tilt Pac yourself.

And Marvin’s E-Z Tilt feature 
means the sash tilt into the room 
for easy cleaning.

To learn more call 1-800- 
346-5128. In Minnesota, call 
1-800-552-1167.

Return to: Marvin Windows OH'4027-5
Warroad, MN 56763

Please send me more information on 
the E-Z Tilt Pac-Although the sash in many old 

windows are worn out, the frames 
and trim are often in good condi
tion. So we designed a kit that 
lets you replace only the sash.

INTRODUCING E-Z TILT PAC. 
THE SASH REPLACEMENT KIT 
from MARVIN WINDOWS.

The E-Z Tilt Pac includes two 
wood sash and all the hardware 

need to install them. But
ho frame. , *

You pay only for the sash. Not
the whole window.

r~z ■ V
) *4

V Name

Company.

Address.
4w'

City.1

-Zip.State.

Phone

you

THE E-Z TILT PAC SAVES 
ENERGY. 
Our fine-grained Ponderosa pine 
provides excellent insulating prop*



Vernacular
Houses

Popularly known as the New England Saltbox, this vernac 
ular house form was built throughout the region fron 
late 17th century through (and occasionally after) the i. 
olution. The basic form is a two-storey house with on 
room on either side of a central chimney. The identifyin 
feature is the roofline, which extends over a one-store; 
range (row) of three rooms — usually a kitchen, pantr> 
and unheated bedroom.

Earlier one-room-deep, central-chimney hous^ ofte 
had an added lean-to, with the pitch of the rear rooflin 
broken at the level of the rear plate to provide greats

THE SALTBOX
Above: The Paine-Dodge house in Ipswich, Mass., dates from 
around 1702. The front door was improved in the 1840s with 
a Greek Revival frontispiece, but the house retains its tradi
tional five-bay fenestration on the facade and the saltbox 
profile with an integral lean-to roofline.
Below: This 1725 house in Newington, N.H., has the charac
teristic five-bay facade, central entry and staircase in front of 
the chimney, and, of course, the classic saltbox profile.

height in the addition. By the 1680s, however, a few pro 
perous yeomen and ministers in Massachusetts adopted th 
lean-to plan from the start. The rear roofline of the int 
gral lean-to house is an unbroken line.

A symbol of prosperity in the 18th century, the Saltbc 
continued as an alternative vernacular form into the 
Revolutionary building boom in New England.

— Richard M. Candt
Boston UniversiiR.M. Candee
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